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Chapter 2021 - Conquer the dragon 

  

Near the underground plaza. 

 

Lu Yang and Kuai Bansheng have made a lot of preparations. Because of the speculation of the Blazing 

Demon God, a dragon just born half a year long is at most 10 meters in length. Therefore, they not only 

found a lot of stainless steel chains at the train station. , And found several large trucks. 

 

“The dragon appeared for a while, and I was responsible for trapping his body and mouth. The task of 

loving half a life was to pierce his body, and the task of the others was to trap his wings, hind legs and 

tail with steel chains, and then Driving in their respective directions, trapped him in place.” 

 

It was also considered that Lu Yang was lucky. The large trucks he found were all ready to be sent to the 

mine. They could carry 50 tons of large trucks, that is to say, they could pull 50 tons of things and hang 

them in four gears. 

 

Zhuojiu and White Lion nodded one after another. These trains are automatically blocked, and they can 

move forward when you give the accelerator. They are not worried about driving problems. What really 

worries them is whether Lu Yang can control it and love for half a lifetime. Can it succeed? 

 

While they were thinking, the Blazing Demon said: “Be careful, the dragon is here.” 

 

Just as Lu Yang was about to speak, a wave of dragon might suddenly spread from far and near. That 

kind of mental oppression caused both Zhuojiu and White Lion to show shocked expressions. Under this 

pressure, they His heart beats faster. 

 



Lu Yang’s mental power is strong, but his perception of this is worse. He looked at Zhuojiu and the 

others and said, “Running the energy in the body, don’t release it, just fight against Longwei.” 

 

Zhuojiu, White Lion and others hurriedly followed suit. This offset Longwei. Xia Yuwei said in a cold 

sweat, “I almost lost control of my body. I have not seen the dragon. Longwei is so terrifying. The dragon 

is terrible.” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

The ground vibrated rhythmically, and even the stones on the ground collapsed to a height of about 10 

centimeters. After falling, they collapsed again. 

 

Lu Yang motioned for Zhuojiu and the others to escape. Everyone hid behind the entrance of the 

underground plaza. When they looked back through the glass wall, they just saw the dragon head 

appearing from the corner of the building. 

 

The head of the red dragon is terrifying and hideous, and its eyes are shining crimson light. The dragon’s 

neck is more than 2 meters long, its body is more than 6 meters long, its tail is about 2 meters long, and 

its height is 4 meters. 

 

His body does not appear strong, but the skin that can be seen has muscles in every inch, giving people a 

feeling of strength. 

 



The dragon’s limbs are very strong, and its claws appear extremely sharp, and its two wings spread out 

from time to time, as if it was about to take off at any time to attack the target. 

 

Lu Yang took a deep breath. Now he doesn’t think he can do this flying dragon anymore, and helplessly 

asked Blazing Demon God: “Can I really control him?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God sneered and said: “If you don’t even believe in your own strength, what else can 

you believe? Think about the things you have experienced.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled at the corner of his mouth and said, “I will try it.” 

 

He raised his right hand and sent a message to everyone, indicating that he was going to go up. 

 

The red dragon still didn’t notice the danger approaching. He came to the entrance of the underground 

plaza. Just as his dragon head was about to enter, Lu Yang chanted a spell. 

 

“Fire Snake Bound” 

 

Two children with thick-armed fire snakes suddenly appeared, one fire snake locked the red dragon’s 

mouth firmly, and the other fire snake controlled the red dragon’s limbs. 

 

“Boom” 

 

The red dragon fell directly to the ground, because half of his body was in the underground square, so 

his wings could not be spread out, and he supported it hard, but collided with the tempered glass on 

both sides of the square entrance. 

 

The glass was full of cracks like spider webs, but it was not completely broken. The red dragon was 

moving desperately in place, but his mouth was controlled, and the dragon’s breath could not be 

emitted. The limbs were controlled. One body was left rolling. 

 



At this moment, at the top of the tempered glass ceiling, holding the red saber in both hands, his body 

with a white light pierced down towards the red dragon from top to bottom. 

 

“Qi Blade” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t expect that half a life of bitter love would jump down and attack himself. He quickly 

shouted, “Don’t go down, you will be killed.” 

 

“Boss, leave it to me.” Half a lifetime of bitter love gave Lu Yang a smile, holding the sword in both 

hands, filling the entire sword with white energy, and the heavy energy formed an extremely hard 

blade, attacking with all his strength in the half of love. Underneath, it instantly inserted into the back of 

the red dragon’s neck, punching through the nerve junction of the red dragon’s neck. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The body of the red dragon was in severe pain. Suddenly he raised his head fiercely. The dragon’s horns 

on the top of his head struck the bitter love for a long time. Suddenly, the bitter love flew upside down, 

and was struck by the red dragon’s tail. I don’t know the life and death on the ground. 

 

“Bitter love for half a lifetime.” Xia Yuwei yelled distressedly, but she knew that it was not the time to 

see the love for half a lifetime. She flicked the stainless steel chain in her hand and buckled the red 

dragon’s wings. 

 

Zhuojiuqiang, White Lion and Zhou Tianming controlled the other wing and the two hind limbs of the 

giant dragon respectively. 

 

“Get in the car and shatter him.” The white lion cried and roared. He had seen bitter love vomiting blood 

for half his life. 

 

Lu Yang tried his best to control the red dragon’s mouth. The magic power in his soul sea was rapidly 

disappearing, but no matter how hard the red dragon struggled, before Lu Yang’s magical ability 

disappeared, the **** of the fire snake could not be broken away. Even the skin of the red dragon’s 

mouth burned out black marks, but the red dragon still couldn’t get rid of it. 

 



The strength of the red dragon can also be seen here, even so, there is no way to burn his skin through, 

let alone cause any harm to him. 

 

“boom” 

 

The voices of the four cars sounded, and both Zhuojiu and White Lion got into the big truck, and chains 

were tied to the tail of the truck. After they started the truck, they stepped on the accelerator and 

pulled the truck forward. 

 

In an instant, the red dragon’s body was pulled into a big font, and the red dragon made a sharp sob of 

pain, which also made the red dragon struggle more desperately. 

 

A baseball-sized magic core appeared in Lu Yang’s hand, holding it in his hand to restore magical energy, 

his magic power was about to dry. 

 

Under this fierce struggle, the back of the red dragon’s neck began to bleed a lot, and the sword was 

never pulled out. 

 

Under this situation, the red dragon was already crazy, as if it was making the last resistance. The red 

dragon twisted his body madly, but the more he moved like this, the faster his blood was lost. When his 

magic core had completely lost his magic power, and after a long time, the red dragon finally stopped 

twisting his body, and his body had become dry. 

 

It’s just that the big truck has not broken the limbs and wings of the red dragon, which shows how tough 

the dragon’s body is. 

 

At this moment, Kuai half a lifetime stood up in the distance, vomited a big mouthful of blood, took out 

a spare long knife from a distance, and walked towards the red dragon. 

 

Lu Yang thought that bitter love was half a lifetime dead, so he quickly shouted, “Are you okay?” 

 

Half a life of bitter love made all OK gestures and said, “Fortunately, I wore two layers of red armor in 

advance. This armor and the energy in my body saved my life. I’m not dead yet.” 



 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief. At this moment, the red dragon let out a whimper, but the Blazing 

Demon God shook Lu Yang’s soul in shock. 

 

“What’s wrong?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

The Blazing Demon God laughed and said, “Blessed you kid, this young dragon has surrendered. He is 

willing to let you be his dragon knight. You can become his master. Let the others stop, don’t take The 

dragon was killed.” 

 

Lu Yang subconsciously issued an order, and they all stopped for the dirty wine. The group ran to Lu 

Yang, and the white lion asked, “The dragon is dead.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said with a smile: “I’m not dead, but the dragon communicated with me 

with consciousness. He is willing to surrender to me and become my mount.” 

 

“My goodness.” 

 

“The dragon is a mount for you.” 

 

“Tame by us?” 

 

Zhuojiu and Xia Yuwei are both excited. Obviously everyone knows that if a dragon becomes their 

partner, it will greatly improve their overall improvement. 

 

“Boss, do it now. With him, we just walked sideways in this area.” Haha said with a smile, excited, and 

vomited blood. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and nodded, and asked Blazing Demon God, “What should I do.” 

 

“With your blood, you will bleed a lot of blood, drop your blood on the forehead of the red dragon, give 

me the consciousness, and I will do it.” Blazing Demon God said. 



 

Lu Yang quickly exchanged consciousness. The Blazing Demon quickly drew a magic circle symbol on the 

head of the red dragon, and instead of Lu Yang, he recited the Dragon Oath and the Elemental Oath that 

had been passed down in another world. After all the oaths were recited, A ray of light flashed on the 

head of the red giant dragon, and the body quickly shrank, becoming a young dragon less than 1.5 

meters tall, lying next to Lu Yang. 

 

“Woo~!” the red dragon whimpered. 

 

The Blazing Demon God returned to consciousness. At this time, Lu Yang had already connected with the 

red dragon and knew what he was thinking. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2022 - Undead 

  

Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei and others curiously surrounded the red dragon. They were very miraculous about 

the red dragon’s ability to make its body bigger and smaller. 

 

“Boss, what kind of dragon is this, and it still has the ability to change.” Asked for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang handed a crystal core to bitter love for half a lifetime, and said: “First restore the body. This 

dragon is a treasure. With him, we will no longer have a problem getting the magic core in the future.” 

 

“Ah!” Hong Long whimpered. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “The little guy is in pain, but he has a strong recovery ability and does not need 

us to do anything. Early tomorrow morning, he will be able to recover easily.” 

 



Everyone was surprised and followed Lu Yang into the underground plaza, found a hidden place, and 

took a temporary rest. 

 

In the middle of the night, Lu Yang was a little bit emotional. His luck was really good. Who would have 

thought that the dragon he conquered was not an ordinary dragon, but a dragon egg produced by a 

high-level dragon. 

 

When he was in the dragon egg, the giant dragon was already conscious, and his identity as a dragon 

was problematic because he was the child of the son of the Fire Dragon King and the daughter of the 

patriarch of the demon clan. 

 

Originally he should be sentenced to death when he was born, but the new gods have found a way to 

enter the earth. In order to expand their strength, the dragons also decided to send creatures into 

human vision. It just so happened that the child in the dragon egg was thrown away. Into the twisted 

time and space. 

 

Before the little red dragon had a name, Lu Yang gave it a name called Hong Ye, which had the color of 

flames and darkness. 

 

Hong Ye likes its name very much, because he is conscious in the dragon egg, so he clearly knows the 

attitudes of the dragon and devil clan towards him, which is equivalent to that the two clan will not 

tolerate him. Distorting time and space. 

 

Therefore, Hong Ye hates the dragon and demons very much. After entering the earth, Hong Ye broke 

out of the shell and began to desperately strengthen his strength, but there is something in the 

underground square controlling him, he must come back once every half month, otherwise , That thing 

will kill him. 

 

That thing was hidden in the storage room under the general manager’s office. It was a gem. It used to 

be in the hands of the patriarch of the green skin monster. Now it was in Lu Yang’s hands and was 

directly destroyed by Lu Yang. 

 

The reason why Hong Ye was able to surrender to Lu Yang so quickly was not because the dragon and 

demon clan didn’t have their dignity. Normally, the dragon and demon clan’s creatures would fight for 

their dignity if they encountered this situation, but Hong Ye He didn’t feel the dignity of the race, but 



only felt the race’s disgust towards him. Therefore, there was no dragon clan in Hong Ye’s heart, so he 

surrendered so easily. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the red night lying on him, and said with a smile: “Little guy, trust me, I will let you 

find your dignity and the honor you deserve.” 

 

Hong Ye heard Lu Yang’s words, but did not open his eyes, sobbed, and went to sleep. On the way back, 

this little guy drank several bottles of Erguotou and drank too much. 

 

As for Hong Ye’s body, his original body is this big, but he can transform into a 10-meter-long 

appearance, allowing him to briefly possess the strength of a 10-meter-long dragon. 

 

Another, through the soul connection, Lu Yang learned the news that Hong Ye had inquired about in this 

city. In fact, Lu Yang and the others were less than one kilometer away from the real danger. 

 

In a building not far from them, there was a 50-meter-long Hydra hidden in Hong Ye, which was almost 

eaten by the Hydra. 

 

Not only the Hydra, but also the black-winged wolf and the necromancer, especially the necromancer, 

are hidden in the half-mountain villa where the rich people lived. 

 

The so-called Necromancers, in fact, behind them there is a weak Necromancer who got in from the 

twisted time and space. 

 

After entering the human world, he turned all the humans he could see into conscious undead. The 

situation of these undeads is similar to that of vampires. They only need to bite anyone, or the body 

with a virus invades anyone’s. In the body, the opponent will also become an undead. 

 

Hong Ye has encountered this group of undead people in the past six months. Because they are 

conscious, they are humans, but they have completely abandoned their human status and have sworn 

allegiance to the Necromancer. 

 



Hong Ye sneaked into the necromancer’s villa and saw a large number of magic cores and treasures in it. 

Unfortunately, before he could do it, he was discovered by the necromancer. With the strength of 

Hongye at that time, he could not beat the necromancer. This time The strength became stronger, and 

he was still thinking about going to the villa of the Necromancer recently. 

 

Lu Yang was a little curious about the current state of these people. When he waited until the next 

morning, he said to Zhuojiu and others: “Come to a place with me, maybe it will help us a little bit.” 

 

“Where?” Zhuojiu asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said about the undead, and said, “Look at these people and the Necromancer, we 

have to know what they are going to do. These people are a bit scary, with human consciousness and 

Necromancer ability. If they are allowed to develop in this way, maybe one of them sneaks into the 

dungeon and it will lead to a tragedy.” 

 

The hairs of Zhuojiu and the White Lion were all erected, and Xia Yuwei said: “I can’t imagine what it is 

like that all the people in the dungeon have become undead.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s go.” 

 

“Is it okay for the little guy?” Looking at the red dragon for half a lifetime, he found that the wounds on 

the red dragon had all healed, and there were no scars, and the joints of the skin had become tougher 

It’s amazing. “Said bitter love for half a lifetime. 

 

“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

hhhh! 

 

Kuai Bansheng smiled and scratched his head, took out a bottle of Erguotou, and soon became friends 

with Honglong. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s go.” 

 



The group followed Lu Yang and left the underground plaza, still walking from the top of the building, 

and the group quickly came to the position of Hong Ye said. 

 

At the door of a mountain, there is a security booth and a pole. Surprisingly, there are still humans in the 

security booth, and there is no problem with the power system of the entire community. 

 

Zhuojiu said, “They look like normal people.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and watched quietly from a distance. Not long after, two undead people like 

security guards walked out of the pavilion. As soon as they walked a few steps, their bodies began to 

deform and their walking posture was extremely strange. In the end, they gave up the human posture 

and changed to a crawling posture, which looked much smoother this time. 

 

Chapter 2023 - Magic Crystal 

  

Xia Yuwei, Zhuojiu and others did not expect that humans who clearly looked normal had become 

crawling and walking like animals. Their limbs have also become weird, and their normal hands have 

become very thick and nails. It is extremely hard and reflects light from a distance. 

 

“I’ll take a closer look.” Zhou Tianming said angrily. 

 

Lu Yang grabbed him, pointed to the top of the mountain in the distance, and said: “There are people 

above who are under the knowledge. Don’t go. Obviously, these people are really not humans, just like 

Hongye said. We can’t easily pass by. .” 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “Once I let them find out, I don’t know how they will treat us.” 

 

“Wait till the night, let’s sneak in. The best thing is to steal the treasure of the Necromancer. If we get 

something, our strength can be improved a lot.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Everyone sighed, they had to retreat back the same way, waiting until the latter half of the night, Lu 

Yang looked at the red night beside him and said, “It has grown to 10 meters.” 

 



“Ahhhhh~!” Hong Ye nodded softly. His body was just over one meter, suddenly transformed into the 

size of 10 meters. 

 

Lu Yang motioned everyone to get on the dragon’s back. Xia Yuwei, Zhuo Jiu and others all sat on the 

dragon’s back once, and they all sat up curiously. 

 

Although they have six people, this single weight is nothing to the red night after the transformation. 

Taking advantage of the darkness around the night, the red night ran and spread its wings into the sky. 

 

After circling a few times, I flew to the top of the mountain villa. Looking down from the sky, we can see 

that the electrical system of the villa is still intact and the street lights of the villa are still on. This allows 

Lu Yang and the others to see clearly. , The specific situation of Mid-Levels Villa. 

 

The villa group here is divided into three floors. The bottom of the mountain is one floor, the middle 

part of the mountain is one floor, and the top floor. But there is only one super large villa. The original 

owner there is said to be the second in Donghai City. Richest man. 

 

Originally he was the first richest man, but was later robbed of the title of the first richest man by Lu 

Yang. Although he was ranked second, his family was among the first to become rich. 

 

The family has also lived here for generations, so the best place in Donghai City was taken away by their 

family, which is the top of the mountain villa. 

 

At this moment, the villa on the top of the mountain was completely dark. Only under the street lights 

could you see some guards. There were a few guards at the gate of the villa. Seeing their appearance 

and clothing, they should be the original owners of the house. This made Lu Yang and Xia Yuwei wait. 

People can’t help but sigh, you know, they all met at official meetings a few years ago. 

 

“Where are we stopping?” Zhuojiu asked. 

 

Lu Yang was also looking for it. It was impossible under the street lamp. He was seen at a glance. He 

could only park around the villa on the top of the mountain, but not too close to the villa, because the 

red night’s wings would blow too much wind. 

 



Lu Yang asked Blazing Demon God: “Can you scan the situation inside the villa?” 

 

Blazing Demon said: “The distance is too far to scan.” 

 

Lu Yang was speechless. Just when he was out of the way, Lu Yang suddenly discovered that someone 

had walked out of the villa room, and that this person, Lu Yang, they all knew, was one of the six family 

heads of the temple, Zhou Quan. 

 

“Why did he come here?” Xia Yuwei whispered. 

 

“Can these people still communicate with humans normally?” the white lion asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Impossible, I absolutely don’t believe in undead, who will become friends with humans.” 

 

Everyone didn’t believe it. Just as they were thinking, they discovered that the Necromancer, the bone 

frame holding the scepter, had personally sent Zhou Quan to the gate. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes lit up and said, “The opportunity is here, Hong Ye will soon land on the other side of the 

house.” 

 

Hong Ye understood it, and immediately lowered the flying height, and landed on the other side of the 

villa without being noticed. 

 

When they were about to land, Lu Yang and Zhuo Jiu jumped off, Hong Ye shrank their bodies in mid-air, 

so that the sound of their landing was the smallest. 

 

The group of people did not walk through the back door, but jumped vertically and horizontally. With 

their current strength, jumping to a height of 5 meters is not a problem, including Lu Yang. The intrusion 

of magical energy made Lu Yang’s jumping ability stronger than before. Many times. 

 

Every villa has a terrace on the roof, and this villa is the same. A group of people carefully climbed to the 

roof and saw an iron door. 



 

“Cohesive Flame” 

 

A very small flame ignited in Lu Yang’s hand. Under the cover of everyone, the roof was still pitch black 

when viewed from a distance. 

 

Lu Yang pierced the lock of the door with the flame, cutting all the eight locks of the door like cutting 

with flames, and then opened the door carefully. 

 

“Did you find any monsters?” Lu Yang asked Blazing Demon God. 

 

“I’m looking for it. I can confirm that there are no creatures in the room, not even skeletons or 

zombies.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang relaxed, the Blazing Demon God said no, then it must be gone. He asked, “Can the treasure be 

scanned?” 

 

“Of course, the basement, in the basement, follow my instructions.” Blazing Demon said. 

 

Lu Yang ran quickly in the direction the Blazing Demon God said. When he came to the door of the 

basement, he found that the iron door of the basement was open. He left Xia Yuwei and Kuai at the 

door for half a lifetime, leading the others. Quickly entered the basement. 

 

As soon as he came down, there were six huge boxes in his eyes. Lu Yang opened one of them. In an 

instant, the dazzling light made Lu Yang feel a little pain in his eyes, which was the light of the magic 

core. 

 

In a huge box, there are 12 magic cores the size of basketballs neatly placed, but it does not look like a 

magic core. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “The magic crystal, quickly take it away, this is a treasure that is 

purer than the magic core, it is very rare.” 



 

Lu Yang nodded, leaving Zhuojiu, Baishi, and Zhou Tianming to hold two boxes, and ran out with him. 

But as soon as he ran to the doorway, there were footsteps outside. Lu Yang knew that the 

Necromancer was back. Up. 

 

“Hurry back, you can’t beat him.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang took Zhuojiu and White Lion back to the basement  Let Kuai Bansheng and Xia Yuwei also come 

in, and the six people hid in the basement pile of debris. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

… 

 

Every time the Necromancer took a step, the scepter of his cane knocked on the ground, and the sound 

was obviously towards the basement from far to near. 

 

Lu Yang became extremely nervous and asked, “Is there any way to kill him by surprise attack.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “It is absolutely impossible. The Necromancer will come in and all of you will 

hold your breath, otherwise he will find your position based on your breath.” 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly typed to tell them about the dirty wine, and the group nodded. If they hold their 

breath, they don’t need to change their breath for 5 minutes. There is no problem for the time being. 

 

“Squeak~~~!” 

 



The basement door made a sour sound, and the Necromancer walked in. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2024 - Necromancer\'s conspiracy 

  

Lu Yang, Zhuo Jiu and the others quickly held their breath. The Necromancer scanned the basement for 

a week and found no abnormalities. He came to the basement with excitement and looked at the mana 

crystals he had. Every mana crystal can make him His strength has improved a lot, but he can’t move 

these magic crystals, which are used to build magic circles. 

 

As long as the magic circle is completed and millions of human lives are used as energy, a magic door 

can be opened. At that time, he can send his master and the army of necromancers to this world. 

 

“Kuchba~!” The Necromancer Jie Jie let out a laugh and turned and left the basement. 

 

Lu Yang looked at several people around him and motioned to them not to change his breath. He asked 

the Blazing Demon God in his mind, “Are you going far?” 

 

Blazing Demon said: “Hold on for another half a minute, he has not gone far.” 

 

Lu Yang signaled everyone to hold on for a while. After waiting for 30 seconds, the Blazing Demon God 

said it was all right, and Lu Yang asked them to breathe. At this time, almost 6 minutes had passed, and 

everyone was uncomfortable. 

 

“I’m suffocated to death.” The bitter love said in a low voice. 

 

“What should I do now? Can I still go out?” Zhuojiu asked. 

 



Lu Yang shook his head and led them to hide in the room like this. At the same time, he informed the 

red night outside and told him to keep hiding and don’t make any noise. 

 

When Lu Yang and the others were resting the next morning, the Blazing Demon God sent a message 

indicating that the Necromancer was coming again. 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly let everyone hold their breath. As before, the Necromancer looked at the boxes of 

magic crystals with excitement. After checking the number, he walked out. 

 

“Your Lord Necromancer.” A voice came from outside the door, which surprised both Lu Yang and 

Zhuojiu. It was Zhou Quan’s voice again. They didn’t understand what Zhou Quan meant when he left 

like this. 

 

The Necromancer left the warehouse unhappy and went outside. They were standing in the living room, 

and Lu Yang could hear their conversation. 

 

“Are you ready?” Zhou Quan asked. 

 

“Of course.” The Necromancer lightly snapped his fingers. 

 

“Roar~!” A low roar sounded, and six undead came out. If Lu Yang could see their faces, he would be 

surprised. These six were all former senior officials of Donghai City. 

 

“Wang Yi, Zhao Li, Zhou Shude…” Zhou Quan said excitedly, “Great, you found them all. If they go to the 

dungeon, they will be easy to enter. They are all official members. .” 

 

“Why did you let them in? Their arms are already different from normal people.” The Necromancer’s 

voice was a little ethereal. 

 

Zhou Quan said: “It’s very simple. I will tie them all over with a bandage and look bleeding, leaving only 

one face outside. Their faces are okay, and everything else will be resolved. Just go underground. City, 

they can quickly infect those soldiers, and your undead army is also ready to attack. As long as they 

succeed, you will be responsible for the invasion, and we will cooperate throughout the process.” 



 

The Necromancer said with satisfaction: “Very well, it’s so decided. After my master comes, you will all 

get rich rewards, go.” 

 

Zhou Quan nodded and led Wang Yi and others, who had been unable to stand still and began to fall on 

all fours, to walk out of the gate. The Necromancer looked back at the magic crystal and then walked 

out. 

 

“You can come out, the Necromancer is out.” Blazing Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly asked Zhuojiu and the others to pack up their things. He ran to the door and looked 

outside. Looking down from the height, he could clearly see that the Necromancer, the skeleton 

monster, was gathering his undead army. 

 

These people got on the bus, some climbed directly to the top, dozens of buses drove them in the 

direction of the underground city. 

 

Xia Yuwei said in shock: “Are they going to attack the dungeon?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, looked at the falling red night, and said, “The body gets bigger, let’s leave here.” 

 

Hong Ye quickly turned into a ten-meter-long body. Lu Yang took the muddy wine and others and a few 

boxes of magic crystals to ride on it. Then, the group of people flew into the sky. 

 

Lu Yang showed Hong Ye the way, and flew towards the underground city. At the same time, Lu Yang 

turned on the intercom and dialed Xiao Liang’s video call. 

 

“Boss, are you looking for me?” Xiao Liang’s face was covered with wind and frost. Obviously, he stayed 

at the door during Lu Yang’s absence, waiting for Lu Yang to return. 

 

Lu Yang said: “To make a long story short, Zhou Quan from the temple or other people will take a few 

people back to the dungeon. They are not humans, and they have become undead. If you see this, they 

will be bombarded immediately, absolutely. They are not allowed to enter the dungeon.” 



 

“Yes.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Afterwards, Lu Yang told Xiao Liang what had happened. After learning the whole process, Xiao Liang 

knew how to deal with it. 

 

It stands to reason that Lu Yang should contact the high-level military, but he did not dare to do so, 

because he did not believe in outsiders. Now he can believe these old brothers of the Jagged 

Brotherhood, and these are the only ones who have been desperately following him for seven years. He 

can believe it. 

 

Hong Ye’s speed was very fast. Because he didn’t need to turn, he returned to the dungeon 20 minutes 

earlier than Zhou Quan and the others. Instead of letting Hong Ye go out, he turned him into a smaller 

appearance, like A little lizard lay in Lu Yang’s arms, and accompanied the three-eyed magic flower. 

 

“Boss.” Xiao Liang saw Lu Yang and saluted excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and patted his shoulder, a magical consciousness was injected into Xiao Liang’s head, 

and said: “Looking back to learn from this, this is the technique of the War God Temple in another 

world.  

 

“Yeah.” Xiao Guangming nodded, without discussing the matter much, and asked, “How do they deal 

with Zhou Quan?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Here we have mastered Zhou Quan’s situation. Zhuo Jiu and I will kill him directly. You let 

your subordinates stay away. Don’t be scratched by the undead, otherwise they will become Undead.” 

 

Xiao Liang’s expression was solemn, and things deviated from his knowledge more and more, and said, 

“I know what to do.” 

 

Lu Yang looked back at the direction of the gate and found that none of the members of the temple had 

come. He sneered and understood in his heart. Obviously, the people of the temple were also afraid of 

being harmless by the undead. Once these undead entered the dungeon, they would be crazy. Attacking 

all the people they see, they might as well hide in the dungeon and cooperate secretly. 



 

Fortunately, they didn’t send anyone to meet him on the ground. This saved Lu Yang a lot of trouble. He 

looked into the distance, and three off-road vehicles were approaching the gate of the dungeon. 

 

Xiao Liang said, “That car belongs to Zhou Quan.” 

 

Lu Yang looked back, a sneer appeared at the corner of his mouth, and they hid behind a sandbag 

fortification guarded by the door with the dirty wine. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2025 - Temple was demolished 

  

 

The entrance to the dungeon is not large, and 100 people go out in parallel. In the area 100 meters away 

from the entrance, there is a semi-circular defensive position consisting of a concrete wall and sandbags. 

There is another on the main road at the entrance. Artificial takeoff and landing poles and a sentry box. 

 

Xiao Liang led 11 soldiers behind the take-off and landing poles and stared at the off-road vehicle that 

was gradually driving. Although the car glass was covered with a light-shielding film, Xiao Liang’s eyes 

were still fixed on the driving position of the off-road vehicle. 

 

The person in charge of driving in the car was Zhou Quan himself. Seeing Xiao Liang approaching, he 

sneered in his heart. When the car stopped at the door of the road, he turned his head to look at Xiao 

Liang who was walking by and said loudly. : “Captain Xiao, please open the door.” 

 

“Who is in the car?” Xiao Liang’s expression was relaxed, and asked jokingly, “Why do you look a little 

faceless.” 

 



“Hey, don’t mention it.” Zhou Quan opened the car window behind him, pointed to Wang Yi, Zhao Li and 

Zhou Shude in the back seat, and said: “I see, I haven’t got much back from this trip. I found a few living 

people. They were all official, and they were also the leaders of Donghai City. They have lived in the 

basement until now. There are more than 200 people in total, and there are only a few left.” 

 

Xiao Liang looked down at the rear seat and faced Zhou Shude, who was bandaged all over his body. His 

face was only visible. Zhou Shude revealed his identity and said angrily: “Hurry up and let your leader 

know and let them come to see me immediately. I want to sue them, a group of trash and inaction, we 

have sent a distress signal for so long, but we will not go to rescue, I will sue them. 

 

According to the normal process, after Zhou Shude said these words, like a small soldier of Xiao Liang’s 

level, he must be released immediately. Xiao Liang is also very cooperative, and said with a smile: “Sorry 

for the leader, your identity is verified, I will Square.” 

 

Zhou Shude cursed and shook the car glass. 

 

Zhou Quan looked at Xiao Liang and said: “Trouble, Captain Xiao, if you have the idea of learning spells, 

remember to go to our temple.” 

 

The shrine’s act of pretending to be gods and ghosts has been broken. With the academy, the shrine’s 

superior status was pulled to the ground. Zhou Quan and the others can only speak as ordinary people 

when communicating with officials and the military. Don’t dare to play the trick of fooling people 

anymore. 

 

Xiao Liang smiled and said, “No problem, I will let people go.” 

 

He stood up and waved to the top of his head, and made a gesture that Zhou Quan had never seen 

before. The soldiers standing around the car quickly threw away to the sides, and Xiao Liang quickly 

retreated to the side of the sentry box, but the rod did not open. . 

 

Just when Zhou Quan didn’t figure out what was going on, suddenly, above the head of the entrance to 

the dungeon in the distance, three fire lights with white smoke appeared, and they flew straight towards 

the off-road vehicle. 

 



Although Zhou Quan hadn’t seen him before, he knew that something at this speed was definitely 

something that killed him. He secretly made a bad cry, ignoring the undead behind, activating the magic 

power in his body, and instantly led him to fly from the car glass. Go out, and the shape of the body 

becomes a thick layer of ice. 

 

But even so, three fires fell on the off-road vehicle, and the car was blown to pieces. The air wave 

crashed Zhou Quan. Before he could react, he was trapped by Lu Yang’s fire snake, and loved half his 

life. Qiblade chopped off Zhou Quan’s two arms and controlled Zhou Quan on the spot. 

 

As the gunpowder dissipated, Xiao Liang stared at the six bandaged Zhou Shude and others who had 

been smashed in the distance. He didn’t wait a few more seconds, just when Xiao Liang’s men didn’t 

understand what was going on, they should die Zhou Shude, Zhao Li and the others, who were so 

thorough, suddenly jumped up. 

 

“You dare to kill me, you all deserve to die.” Zhou Shude’s upright body suddenly twisted and deformed, 

lying on the ground like a dog. His limbs broke through the bandage, revealing thick arms that 

resembled a bear’s paw. The nails, like steel, have a metallic luster. 

 

Zhao Li and the other five people were the same. They all showed their true colors. They were on all 

fours, their palms and soles were abnormally thick, and the nails on them were over an inch long, 

showing black light. 

 

“Is this still a human?” Xiao Liang raised his hand subconsciously and said, “Kill them to death.” 

 

“Da da da” 

 

Dozens of soldiers guarding the door fired one after another, but they hit Zhou Shude and the others. It 

was just a fire, unable to penetrate their bodies. 

 

At this time everyone could see that these people were not humans at all, but had major problems. Xiao 

Liang reported the situation immediately, and the officials and military personnel who were in the 

meeting immediately issued orders. 

 



The special team, who was on standby at the door, rushed out quickly. Hundreds of people attacked 

together and tried their best to smash the three people. However, Zhou Shude, Zhao Li and Wang Yi 

were still alive. 

 

Just when they didn’t know what to do, people from the academy flew out, headed by Tao Yue, the 

deputy dean of the plant department. 

 

“Bound of Thorns” 

 

Three green lights appeared from the feet of the three of them, and the tough thorns trapped them in a 

blink of an eye. Tao Yue fell on the ground and frowned and asked, “What the **** is going on.” 

 

Everyone looked at Xiao Liang, but before Xiao Liang could speak, Lu Yang walked out of the crowd and 

said, “Dean Tao Yue, I am Lu Yang. I will explain this matter.” 

 

“Lu Yang?” Tao Yue’s expression became calm. She knew very well that the dungeon could exist and Lu 

Yang was the greatest contribution. At any time, Lu Yang could not be offended in the dungeon area, 

otherwise, the people’s saliva could drown them. 

 

“What’s going on?” Tao Yue frowned. 

 

Lu Yang picked up the seriously injured Zhou Quan and said: “A new enemy has appeared. An unknown 

army of undead has appeared in the rich area through warped time and space, and has transformed all 

the humans who have no time to escape into the undead. It’s what you see now. 

 

I went to the undead area to investigate the situation last night and heard Zhou Quan and the leader of 

the undead. Zhou Quan and the others are willing to help the leader of the undead to bring the undead 

into the dungeon. Whether the undead bites a person or cuts the human skin with a nail To turn 

humans into undead, their goal is to build a teleportation formation with the lives of 1 million people, 

and to send the boss behind the undead leader  Tao Yue looked at Zhou Quan in shock and asked: ” Why 

are you doing this?” 

 

Zhou Quan roared in pain, “Everything is made up by Lu Yang, don’t listen to him.” 

 



Lu Yang sneered and showed his arm. The phone on it had a recording function. It released the content 

of the conversation between Zhou Quan and the Necromancer this morning. He said, “What are you still 

quibbling about? This is proof. There are dozens of people in the distance. The car is not dead, and the 

Necromancer is also the proof that your temple is over this time.” 

 

Fei Yang, the top administrative commander of the underground city who dared to come in a hurry, said 

angrily: “Zhou Quan, what else can you say.” 

 

Zhou Quan didn’t expect Lu Yang to hide in the Necromancer’s room. Knowing that he couldn’t hide it, 

he suddenly showed a crazy smile and shouted: “You are all going to die, you are all going to die, our 

**** will definitely come to this world. , He will resurrect me and let me kill you again.” 

 

“Crazy, just a lunatic, kill him.” Fei Yang roared. 

 

The two humans holding long swords behind him suddenly shot out their swords at the same time, 

piercing Zhou Quan’s heart and brain, and Zhou Quan died on the spot. 

 

Chapter 2026 - Injury the Necromancer 

  

Fei Yang took out gasoline and sprinkled it on Zhou Quan’s body and lit his body. At this time, the flames 

rose and the surrounding temperature rose, but in fact, Fei Yang’s back was completely wet. 

 

He could not imagine that if it were not for Lu Yang’s warning, Zhou Quan would have led these people 

into the dungeon. As Zhou Shude and the others, there must be official personnel to visit. Zhou Shude 

and the others would just scratch a few people. After that, these people can spread the virus to the 

entire dungeon like a pyramid. 

 

Because the entire dungeon is qualified to walk around at will, only the high-level military and official 

officials. If this happens, the dungeon will become a purgatory on earth, and all the 3 million deaths will 

be counted on Fei Yang’s head. . 

 

In future history books, Fei Yang will be nailed to the pillar of shame, and his descendants will never be 

able to raise their heads. What’s more, if that happens, it is not certain whether he will have 

descendants or not. 



 

Fei Yang turned around and came to Lu Yang, grabbing Lu Yang’s hand gratefully and saying, “Brother Lu 

Yang, you saved your brother’s life.” 

 

Lu Yang could perceive the sincerity of the other party from Fei Yang’s feelings, and said with a smile: 

“What I should do, the world has changed too much now and there are too many unknown things. We 

want to survive and help each other is a must.” 

 

Fei Yang nodded vigorously. Before, he thought that the existence of Lu Yang would affect his control of 

the dungeon. Now it seems that it is not the case at all. Obviously, the presence of Lu Yang is his best 

support. Only when they are united can they survive this troubled world. 

 

“Brother, I will personally catch the wind for you in a while. The helicopter reported that there are the 

Necromancer and his undead army in the distance. You should go back to rest first, and they will come 

to you if I kill you.” Fei Yang said. 

 

Lu Yang grabbed Fei Yang and said, “Don’t go, no one can beat the Necromancer. He is not a human 

weapon that can kill him. All the members retreat to the vicinity of the dungeon, as long as the 

Necromancer does not take the initiative to attack. , We will never conflict with him.” 

 

“Why?” Fei Yang was a little surprised, and asked: “I have heavy weapons here.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “It’s okay to hit him remotely. Don’t come close and fight him. 

Ordinary humans fight with him. With a single move, he can take all the essence from the body and kill 

people within 100 meters. It takes less than a second.” 

 

“You saved my life again.” Fei Yang commanded: “The laser locked the position of the Necromancer and 

smashed him.” 

 

More than a dozen heavy artillery pieces were transported out and started to be erected. On the other 

side, a few kilometers away, the Necromancer was standing on the ground, holding a staff and staring 

into the distance. He was waiting for Zhou Quan’s news, according to his expectations. , Until late at 

night, is the best time to attack. 

 



As long as these 3 million people are killed, his master can descend into this world, and it is time for his 

master to rule the world. 

 

As soon as he thought that he had fulfilled his master’s order, his master would give him more rewards, 

the Necromancer felt excited, but at this moment, there was a buzzing sound in the sky, he looked up, I 

found a strange bird, not with wings, but with two rotating sticks on top of its head. 

 

“Swish” 

 

The laser hit the Necromancer’s body, shocking the Necromancer, but he found that this thing was of no 

use, which made the Necromancer curious. 

 

He wanted to kill the big bird above his head, but the opponent was a few hundred meters away from 

him, and the necromancer’s spells could not attack, which made the necromancer frowned. 

 

Just as the Necromancer was curious, suddenly, a piercing sound approached. Although the 

Necromancer had no ears, his soul could hear the sound. 

 

He looked away blankly, but unfortunately, before he could see clearly, 20 rounds of heavy artillery hit 

the necromancer’s surroundings at the same time. The violent shock wave smashed the necromancer’s 

bones, but at this moment, the necromancer His emblem burst open, and a black protective layer 

protected the Necromancer. 

 

No matter how many heavy artillery fired, the Necromancer was still intact in the shock wave, but his 

bones were crushed in the eyes and the black light crushed his bones, but in the end, he protected the 

undead. The fate of the king. 

 

“Damn humans, I won’t forgive you.” The Necromancer knew that their plan had been revealed. He 

turned around and wanted to leave with the Undead Army, but found that the Undead Army was even 

more miserable. The number of buses were all blown up. The undead inside were even torn apart by the 

bombing, completely unable to survive. 

 

“I won’t just let it go.” Seeing another wave of attacks, the Necromancer turned and ran away in shock. 

 



The helicopter used lasers to aim at the position of the Necromancer. During this escape, the 

Necromancer was shot more than ten times. He did not survive until he escaped from the attack range 

of the heavy artillery. But at this time, the Necromancer’s Both arms were broken, the light of the soul in 

the eye sockets dimmed a lot, and the staff in his hand did not know where it fell. 

 

The high magnification camera on the helicopter recorded the tragic situation of the Necromancer, and 

it was passed back to Fei Yang. Fei Yang was so relieved that he handed the photo to Lu Yang with a 

laugh, and said, “Blew this guy away. As you said, this monster is too powerful, let alone humans. The 2-

meter-thick steel plate can’t stand the attack of heavy artillery. This necromancer was able to carry it 

with bones. Fortunately, I didn’t go, otherwise I would die again. Up.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “You are quite humorous.” 

 

“Haha.” Fei Yang laughed and said: “When I am old, there are only a few things left for self-

entertainment, let’s go back.” 

 

Lu Yang gave a hum, but at this moment, the Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “Lu Yang, let people find 

the staff dropped by the Necromancer. It is a weapon that can improve you very much.” 

 

Lu Yang handed the three-eyed magic flower to Zhuojiu, and whispered: “You go find the weapon of the 

Necromancer, bring it back, remember, if there is danger, run away first, don’t die.” 

 

Zhuojiu nodded, leading the white lion and they ran back. 

 

Fei Yang was about to ask, Lu Yang smiled and said, “Let’s go in and find the trouble of the temple. There 

is one more thing to tell you. It happened long ago. I can’t provide you with evidence. This time the 

evidence is half confirmed. .” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Fei Yang asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The temple is a tool used by another world to rule this planet. One-third of the monsters 

in this world are sent by other world gods. Then, in the name of teaching human spells to resist these 

monsters, the temple can absorb members. , Enslaving humans, and finally waiting for them to come, so 

that humans have no ability to resist. This is a bunch of bastards.  



 

“Is there any evidence?” Fei Yang asked in astonishment. 

 

Lu Yang said, “What happened today is evidence, but I believe that other people in the temple will deny 

it. You can’t do anything with them. They have a huge mass base in the dungeon. I tell you just to make 

you be careful. , I was the target they wanted to kill before, but when you came, I became the target of 

the second and third kills, and you and the Academy became the first target.” 

 

Vice President Tao Yue walked to Lu Yang and asked with a frown: “If you are telling the truth, many 

questions will be explained, but we have no clear evidence, and the behavior of the temple is too 

deceptive. Moreover, the combat power of the temple is too strong.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and nodded, and said, “Sooner or later, they will be exposed. Now that Zhou Quan has 

died, they only have five sixth-level mages left. They are no better than your academy. Look for another 

opportunity.” 

 

Tao Yue smiled and said: “I underestimated you before. The dean is waiting for you. I believe that after 

experiencing this, we will become a good comrade-in-arms relationship.” 

 

Although she didn’t know Lu Yang’s strength, Tao Yue could feel the pressure Lu Yang brought him. The 

two fought, Tao Yue felt that there was no chance of winning. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2027 - Academy origin 

  

Lu Yang also wanted to meet the dean. He was very curious about how these people in the academy had 

improved their strength. 

 

Fei Yang smiled and stretched out his hand and said, “I’ll lead the way.” 



 

Lu Yang nodded, followed Tao Yue and Fei Yang back to the underground city, to the second 

underground level, which was the office area of the college. 

 

At this time, more than 10,000 humans were being trained on the second floor, and they looked like 

meditation, but Lu Yang frowned. 

 

Tao Yue saw Lu Yang’s expression and knew his thoughts, and said with emotion: “There is no way, 

human beings are facing a crisis, our self-protection ability is too weak, as long as there is a little chance 

to learn magic or become a warrior, we will Teach them. As for what they can become in the end, it 

depends on their strength. It is too difficult to survive in a world invaded by another world.” 

 

Fei Yang sighed and said, “There are too many threats around us.” 

 

Just in time, they walked to the door of a room. Tao Yue pushed open the door. In the room, there were 

three people sitting, one was an old man with white beard who couldn’t see how old, and two were 

middle-aged. 

 

“You are here.” The white-bearded old man stood up and said with a smile. 

 

Fei Yang personally introduced to Lu Yang: “This is the dean of our college, Lu Tianming.” 

 

The old man smiled and shook his head, and said, “What the dean is not the dean is a desperate one.” 

 

He turned his head and said to Lu Yang, “I just heard the report this time. You did a good job and saved 

the dungeon again.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled helplessly, and said, “I would rather not have happened before, and the good world has 

become like this.” 

 

Lu Tianming chuckled and said, “Time is also fate. We have no choice but to passively accept the 

arrangements of fate. We have reported your affairs to the top. I believe that the award will come down 

soon. You have Qualify to be one of us.” 



 

“Thank you,” Lu Yang said. With this level of identity, the safety of the relatives around Lu Yang is more 

guaranteed. 

 

Fei Yang smiled and said: “Let’s sit down and talk. I believe there are many things to be solved today. I 

can’t finish talking while standing.” 

 

Various monsters such as beehives, termite nests, temples, undead, and Hydra in the city are all 

problems they need to face. There are indeed too many. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and sat next to Lu Tianming, thought for a while, and asked, “Before I talk about these 

things, I want to ask, where did your practice come from?” 

 

This is very important. On the one hand, it is to help the Blazing Demon God to inquire about the news. 

On the other hand, he also wants to know who is the enemy of the Blazing Demon and who is his friend. 

 

Lu Tianming said, “There is nothing to hide. Our practice is not a practice in another world, but a relic.” 

 

“Remains?” Lu Yang was a little surprised. 

 

Lu Tianming smiled and said, “This is not the first time that the earth has been invaded by another 

world. Similar things happened in ancient times. But I don’t know why, the other world gods who 

invaded the earth died, but they built All of the palaces and altars have been left behind, and many of 

them have been buried deep underground during the changes in the crust. 

 

Long before we knew about the invasion of another world, many of our top families had found these 

techniques, and deciphered some of them, and found that they were improving their strength, and then 

let the outstanding children of the clan learn. “ 

 

Lu Yang understood, and said, “No wonder.” 

 

Lu Tianming went on to say: “In order to protect our world, our nearly a hundred families have taken out 

their own secrets and put them together. Of course, there are several new families, and they have 



brought out some weird things. The cultivation technique is no worse than ours. Together, you form the 

current academy.” 

 

Obviously, those newly joined families were just like Lu Yang, human families possessed by old gods like 

Blazing Demon God. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t want to expose too much, and said, “This is how the college came.” 

 

Tao Yue said: “Of course, we also have factions inside. The new faction is not in the same group as us. 

There is no new faction in this dungeon. They belong to our old faction. Congratulations. Now we are 

also a member of our old faction. Up.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You are forcing me to join the group.” 

 

Tao Yue rolled her eyes and said, “It’s just to help each other, and I didn’t let you give anything.” 

 

Fei Yang said: “I am also a member of the old school. Of course, these are not the main issues now. The 

main problem is that if the hive and termite nests are not resolved, we will be finished sooner or later, 

especially the palace above the termite nests. Now it is more than 100 meters high. It is entirely made of 

clay. It can’t fall under the wind or rain. I can’t understand why the termite palace resists it.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Do you have any solutions now?” 

 

Lu Tianming said: “There is no clue at all. We dare not send people too close to the termite nest. Their 

reaction speed is too fast, and we are too dangerous.” 

 

At this moment, a warrior pushed open the door and said to Lu Yang, Lu Tianming and the others: “The 

people who were sent to the temple for questioning have returned. The temple said this was Zhou 

Quan’s plan alone. It doesn’t matter, they are also affected.” 

 

Lu Yang, Lu Tianming and others all sneered, and Tao Yue said, “Go down.” 

 



Lu Tianming squeezed his fist and cursed: “Sooner or later, I will kill their bastards. I can’t do anything 

except fool people.” 

 

Fei Yang said: “We still have to think of a way to get rid of them. These human beings who represent 

other world gods are no longer humans. He and us on earth are no longer the same destiny.” 

 

Lu Tianming said: “Don’t you think I don’t want it? Isn’t it impossible to fight? There are 5 sixth-level 

wizards left. Maybe they put a false forbidden spell out, and our dungeon was destroyed by five of them 

first.” 

 

In order to eliminate the demonized creatures wandering around the dungeon before, the six people in 

the temple have released a false forbidden curse, which is powerful to destroy the world. Although after 

the release, the six of them are about to die, but no one can deny it. The false forbidden curse appeared, 

and its power was several times stronger than all the heavy weapons in Fei Yang’s hands. 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while, and said, “I believe that after this incident in the temple, we will definitely 

behave more with our tails between our tails. It’s better to take the initiative to attack the hive. At least 

they won’t burrow into the ground. The city will not be in danger.” 

 

“That’s it.” Fei Yang said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Just let the five of them cast the forbidden curse. We are responsible for the protection. If 

they don’t want to, we will drive them away. I will be the villain. All the lives in this dungeon are saved 

by me. Will not refute my orders.” 

 

“That’s great.” Fei Yang and Lu Tianming said excitedly. They hoped that Lu Yang would come forward to 

solve the temple. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2028 - Wand to hand 



  

Why after Fei Yang and the others arrived, they kept secretly protecting Lu Yang’s family? Why did the 

temple dare not do anything against Lu Yang? It was because Lu Yang had too high prestige in the 

underground city. 

 

If something happens to Lu Yang or his family, whoever Lu Yang points to will get out of the dungeon, or 

even die. 

 

Originally, the temple wanted to sit and watch the academy and the official fight with Lu Yang. Because 

the official needed to control the dungeon, Lu Yang was one of their obstacles, but unexpectedly, the 

official chose to reconcile, allowing Lu Yang to stand on the same line with them. on. 

 

In particular, they didn’t expect that the authorities would let all Lu Yang’s family members assume the 

role of managers in the dungeon, and they were officially appointed senior managers. 

 

When the broadcast in the dungeon announced the news, the 3 million people in the dungeon showed a 

relaxed expression. 

 

No one is a fool in this era. Even if they are fools, there are smart people discussing these things. After 

such a long time, everyone is worried about the safety of Lu Yang and his family. 

 

Now that the problem has been resolved, Lu Yang’s family, as well as those of Zhuojiu and their families, 

have all entered the management of the dungeon, and the hearts of everyone in the dungeon have 

stabilized. 

 

“Great, it should have been like this long ago.” 

 

“The dungeon was built by Lu Yang to save our lives, so I can rest assured.” 

 

“This is how it should be.” 

 

… 



 

The human beings cultivating in the temple are also discussing this matter, which makes members of the 

temple such as Wang Xinpeng and Zheng Ziming extremely angry. 

 

Both Wang Li and Wang Qiang died before, and now the backbone Zhou Quan is dead. The power of the 

temple not only has not expanded, but has become smaller and smaller, and now it is the critical 

moment of life and death. 

 

In a small room, Wang Xinpeng roared in a low voice: “That idiot Zhou Quan, he has disrupted all our 

plans.” 

 

Tao Ze said angrily: “We are all ready, just waiting to be launched, we are falling short.” 

 

Zheng Ziming gritted his teeth and cursed: “This is not all Zhou Quan’s problem. The key lies in Lu Yang. 

We must find a way to kill Lu Yang so that the academy and the government will not be peaceful.” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

Zheng Yun came to report and said, “It’s not good. Lu Yang brought dozens of people, including Fei Yang 

and Lu Tianming, and they were all masters.” 

 

“What do they want to do? Do they go to war with us?” Zheng Ziming said angrily. 

 

“Hmph, they don’t dare to do anything to us.” Tao Ze said. 

 

“Let’s go out and have a look.” Wang Xinpeng took the lead out of the door and came to the door, just in 

time to see Lu Yang and Lu Tianming standing in the reception room. 

 

“Didn’t we send someone to explain it? Zhou Quan’s matter has nothing to do with us.” Wang Xinpeng 

frowned and said. 

 

Lu Yang stared at Wang Xinpeng and said, “Do you believe it?” 



 

“What do you mean? Do you want to go to war?” Magic appeared in Tao Ze’s hand. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said: “Do you dare to go to war? Don’t think I don’t know what you want to do. I’m 

here to inform you. Starting today, the five of you will be sent to the designated area to rest. A week 

later, we will fight against the hive. To start the war, your task is to unite and release the Forbidden 

Curse on the hive.” 

 

“Why listen to you?” Zheng Ziming said angrily. 

 

Lu Yang stared at the five of them and cursed loudly: “Get out of the dungeon if you don’t want to hear 

it. I built this. I have the right to decide who to live in and who to get out of. Finally, I ask you again, do it 

or not Do it, don’t do it, pack it to my dungeon now.” 

 

“You!” Zheng Ziming, Tao Ze and others were frightened by Lu Yang’s sudden roar. They wanted to 

refuse, but found that Fei Yang and Lu Tianming and other major members of the military and academy 

were all here, and they had already made it clear that they were with Lu Yang. The meaning of 

advancing and retreating together. 

 

Wang Xinpeng turned his head to look at Lu Tianming, and asked furiously, “Do you mean that too?” 

 

Lu Tianming touched his beard and smiled, and said, “Yes, it’s up to you now. Either agree or just leave 

the dungeon as Lu Yang said. The above has given Lu Yang absolute authority, except for us. People, he 

has the right to let anyone leave his home.” 

 

Wang Xinpeng, Zheng Ziming and others looked at each other, and Wang Xinpeng said, “Could you 

please let us discuss it.” 

 

“Of course.” Lu Tianming said. 

 

Fei Yang said: “We are waiting here, don’t worry, and give you one hour to discuss.” 

 



Wang Xinpeng, Zheng Ziming and others turned and returned to the back room. Fei Yang sneered and 

waved his hand. Someone specially started to install something. Lu Yang knew that this was a special 

item that could hurt Wang Xinpeng and the others. 

 

In fact, the people in the temple have no extra choice. Now they leave the dungeon, they are a dead 

end, and they have to compromise in the end. 

 

Sure enough, as Lu Yang guessed, Wang Xinpeng walked out on behalf of everyone and said, “We agree 

to your request. A week later, use the Forbidden Curse to help you attack the hive.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Very well, the second thing is that from today, this room doesn’t belong to 

you anymore. The remaining five of you are arranged on the first floor of the dungeon.” 

 

“Why?” Wang Xinpeng said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Because I am the owner of this place, what happened when you paid my rent? I live in my 

house for nothing. I still have no right to control where you live? Get out of the ground if you don’t. City, 

I won’t keep you.” 

 

He was almost assassinated several times. It was already very polite for Lu Yang to treat Wang Xinpeng 

and the others like this. Anyway, with Lu Tianming and the others, Lu Yang was not afraid of Wang 

Xinpeng and the others resisting. 

 

Sure enough, Wang Xinpeng and the others were subdued again, and a group of people took their 

luggage to the first floor of the dungeon, where the military gathered. 

 

Lu Tianming said with a smile: “Since then, they have been alive under military surveillance, and there 

will be no chance to harm others.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Thank you very much. I am going back to practice now. A week later, we will attack the 

hive together. I believe that if we are together, we will be able to overcome this difficulty.” 

 



Lu Tianming, Fei Yang and the others nodded their heads and led the team away, but when they left, 

they were also muttering in their hearts that Lu Yang had too much control over the dungeon. If one of 

them were to be driven away one day That person also had to leave. When they thought of this, they 

felt that they would either have a good relationship with Lu Yang, or they would find a chance to kill Lu 

Yang with one blow. For a time, everyone’s mind was different. 

 

The other side.  

 

Lu Yang returned home. Just after talking with Lan Yu for a while, they ran back with the dirty wine and 

brought those boxes with them. 

 

“Boss, we have this staff.” Zhuojiu handed the staff to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang took the staff and looked at it carefully. The material of this staff was like wood, and it was very 

different from ordinary wood. The magical energy emerging from it was extremely large, and it made Lu 

Yang feel that the power was increased very much when he held it. Big piece. 

 

Blazing Demon said: “How, feel the power of this weapon.” 

 

Lu Yang signaled that they would go home and rest temporarily. He went into the small room and said 

to the Blazing Demon God: “What is the origin of this staff?” 

 

Blazing Demon said: “This should be a high-level weapon specially made by a certain **** that can be 

used by low-level creatures, which is the so-called sub-legendary weapon in the game. Let me see what 

capabilities this weapon has.” 

 

Lu Yang transferred his consciousness to the Blazing Demon God. After a while, the Blazing Demon God 

returned the control of his body and said, “Congratulations, this staff can make you invisible and 

increase the power of a part of the spell.” 

 

Chapter 2029 - Enchanted Wasp 

  



These two attributes are what Lu Yang needs most now. He hurriedly asked: “What does invisibility 

mean and how do I use it?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said with a smile, “Drip a drop of blood on the top of the staff, and you will know all 

the uses of this staff.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at his fingers and found that since entering the Different World Mode, it was really 

costly. He took out the short knife he carried, and after cutting his thumb, he pressed the black ball that 

looked like a gem on the top of the staff. Above. 

 

The black ball violently lit up with black and red light, and then a large number of magic words appeared 

in Lu Yang’s mind. Unfortunately, Lu Yang didn’t know a word. 

 

Thanks to the Blazing Demon God who answered them, Lu Yang knew how to read these words and how 

to use them. After he learned it, he muttered the spell silently. 

 

Lu Yang stood in front of the mirror, his body really disappeared, and even his clothes disappeared. At 

the same time, he could clearly feel that the staff was emitting something that made it impossible to see 

his existence. 

 

“Can you block the smell on your body and other things like infrared rays?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

The Blazing Demon smiled and said: “Don’t underestimate the spells in the different world. This is a 

high-level spell of the dark system, which can shield everything on your body. As long as your magic 

power is enough to supply the wand, the wand can Always keep you invisible.” 

 

Lu Yang felt that the loss of spells was not fast. If he held a magic core, it would last forever, and said, “I 

understand why there are weapons in your world that are called divine weapons. Obviously I can’t 

release high-level spells. But with this wand, it can be released only by relying on my limited magic 

power, and it is amazing.” 

 

Not only in terms of invisibility, Lu Yang could also feel that when he condensed fireball, condensing 

with a wand was much simpler than using his own mental power, and his mental power would hardly be 

consumed. 



 

Blazing Demon said: “If you can use this kind of thing or try not to use it, it is not good for your growth. If 

you rely on this weapon, you will have shortcomings in some aspects.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded his head when he was taught. Obviously, with this thing, it will be difficult for him to 

grow his mental strength in the future. When he encounters a powerful enemy or loses a weapon, he 

will be beaten back to his original form. 

 

“I will pay attention.” Lu Yang said with the staff in his hand. 

 

He returned outside, and it didn’t take long for Zhuojiu and White Lion to return. They were relieved to 

see Lu Yang safe and sound. 

 

“Boss, there is nothing wrong with this staff, don’t you be poisoned, I think the Necromancer has been 

holding it with his bones.” Said Kuai Half a lifetime. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Don’t worry, the white bones are cleaner than our skin. It is the dark spell 

that can guarantee his survival. I understand this staff clearly. It has greatly improved me, so let’s not 

talk about it. , The magic crystals stolen from the Necromancer are all here. Let’s start cultivating today. 

There are too many dangers. We need to upgrade as soon as possible. Moreover, if we are let others 

know, we have these good things. , It is impossible to guarantee that it will not come to snatch. 

 

Zhuojiu, White Lion and others nodded, they were also afraid of this. If the temple and the academy 

knew about it, the former would definitely steal it, and the latter would exchange it in other ways. 

 

Lu Yang threw a magic crystal to each of them. It was like a dragon egg, and it was bigger than a football 

in his arms. 

 

“Starting to practice.” Lu Yang embraced a mana crystal cross-legged to practice. This mana crystal can 

greatly improve Lu Yang’s strength. 

 

As for the so-called level, it is calculated based on the number of spells released by the player. Lu Yang 

absorbed 6 magic crystals within a week, and the soul sea was nearly doubled. So far, he has also 

reached Level 5 mage level. 



 

The bitter love for half a lifetime and the turbid wine have also reached the level of a 5th-level 

swordsman. When they came to the wild, a few people experimented and found that their strength had 

more than doubled. 

 

But before Lu Yang and the others tried for long, suddenly, a huge wasp with a length of more than one 

meter flew in the distance. 

 

Xiao Liang, who came with Lu Yang and the others, frowned and said, “This is the wasp flying out of the 

hive.” 

 

The wasp’s tail needle is very large, has been extended from the tail, and still has a black metallic luster. 

 

Lu Yang glanced at Kuai for half a lifetime and said, “Try it.” 

 

The bitter love for half a lifetime nodded, and a few of them rushed to meet the wasp. Within a distance 

of 30 meters, the wasp found a few of them for a bitter love for half a lifetime. Suddenly, a ferocious 

look appeared in the eyes of the wasp, like Humans in general. 

 

“Buzz” 

 

In the sound of the huge wing vibration, the demonized wasp rushed towards them. When they came to 

the front, before they attacked, the tail needle of the demonized wasp slammed into the white lion. 

 

At this time, the white lion had an extra shield in his hand, which can be seen. This is a shield cast from 

the short knife of the red skin monster obtained before, and many of the hilts are still left on it without 

melting. 

 

This is not because the technology is incapable of melting, but because it consumes resources too much. 

Therefore, the White Lion just makes do with it. 

 

The shield, which is half a meter wide and one meter high, has a thickness of 2 cm. Because the weight 

of the knife is very light, the white lion is now strong and has no problem holding it. 



 

The white lion wanted to test whether this shield could resist the tail needle of the demonized wasp, 

and he also used the white energy gas in his body. 

 

“when” 

 

With a loud noise, a needle eye and an obvious scratch appeared on the shield. Seeing the enchanted 

wasp flying far away, the white lion said in astonishment: “This shield is not as strong as his tail needle.” 

 

Zhuojiu said: “I’ve seen it up close just now. Demonized Wasp’s body is very tough, and something like 

scales has appeared to protect his body. The only place where he can start is the wings. The lion fought 

again. Zhou Tianming and I cut off his wings and spent half a lifetime in love. When the two of us fail, 

you will go up again.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Try again.” 

 

The enchanted wasp quickly turned around and flew back. It was very dissatisfied that the white lion 

could withstand his attack just now, and the tail needle hit the white lion again. 

 

The white lion greeted the enchanted wasp, and when the opponent came close, he raised his shield 

again, and when there was a loud noise, when the enchanted wasp’s body was shaken to a halt, Zhuojiu 

and Zhou Tianming jumped at the same time. Up, the long knife in his hand looked at the wing roots of 

the demonized wasp that was constantly shaking. 

 

“when” 

 

“when” 

 

After two metallic noises, the two of them didn’t cut open immediately. At this moment, the white 

sword energy from their bodies simultaneously cut out. 

 



The wings of the enchanted wasp broke on the spot, and the enchanted wasp also fell to the ground, 

but the wasp was extremely fast, and after falling to the ground, its tail quickly attacked the surrounding 

area. 

 

Chapter 2030 - Explore termite castle 

  

Normally, after landing, the wasp will struggle to get up, or unconsciously wave its wings position 

desperately, wanting to fly again, but this kind of wasp, just like conscious, uses this method to 

counterattack. 

 

Thanks to the turbid wine and the white lion, they are highly vigilant, otherwise they would be able to 

cut their legs in the week that the Demonized Hornet was spinning. 

 

“Fire Snake Bound” 

 

Lu Yang chanted a spell, and a flame appeared from the ground, holding the wasp firmly in place, even 

though he struggled desperately, he could not get out. At the same time, the super high flame 

temperature was scorching his body. 

 

“It’s almost, it’s almost.” Zhou Tianming said fearfully. 

 

Muggy’s forehead was also full of cold sweat, and said: “Such a wasp is so difficult to deal with. If there 

are large swarms of wasps, I don’t know what to do.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Don’t think about it for the time being, kill him first, let’s go see the 

termites.” 

 

A half-life of bitter love slashed with a qi blade, a white sword qi cut off the demonized wasp’s head, and 

several people left the forest and walked towards the termite nest in the distance. 

 

An hour later, a castle made of huge loess with a height of more than 70 meters appeared in front of 

everyone. 

 



“If I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes, I would never have imagined that there are still such magical 

buildings in this world,” said the white lion. 

 

This castle can be regarded as a work of art. The castle is so perfect that it is almost impossible to find 

any faults. Even the periphery of the castle has a defensive area. 

 

“I took a closer look, you are waiting where you are, don’t get close.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“It’s too dangerous for you to go alone.” Zhuojiu said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and took out his staff and said, “Remember, never tell this secret.” 

 

While talking, Lu Yang’s body disappeared without a trace under the effect of the staff, and the people 

who looked at the dirty wine and the white lion were dumbfounded. 

 

“No, boss, this staff can make you invisible.” Said with excitement for half a lifetime. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Of course, and it is completely invisible. All human technology such as smell 

and infrared scanning can’t detect me. You can wait here with peace of mind. I will use video to 

communicate with you in real time and let you see. The situation ahead.” 

 

Zhuojiu nodded and said, “Okay, if there is danger, you can call us at any time.” 

 

The white lion and the bitter love half a lifetime, they were still not used to communicating with the air, 

they all nodded and looked at Lu Yang in a daze. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I’m leaving.” 

 

He walked towards the termite castle, and when he came to a place two kilometers away from the 

castle, it was already a warning zone for the demonized termites. 

 



There are a large number of termites with their wings folded and lying on the tree, waiting for their prey 

to approach. Now the demonized termites are arrogant to the point that even birds and various giant 

creatures are killed. 

 

Lu Yang cautiously walked forward around the termites, but suddenly, there was a strange roar in the 

distance, which he never stopped. 

 

After this sound appeared, there was another special sound wave. With this sound wave, all the 

termites around moved into action and flew in the direction of the sound. 

 

In the blink of an eye, an overwhelming colony of termites appeared in the forest. When they flew past 

Lu Yang, the sweat on Lu Yang’s forehead fell off. Fortunately, none of the termites targeted Lu Yang’s 

direction. Otherwise, they would hit him. When it came to Lu Yang, Lu Yang was dead. 

 

After the termites flew away, Lu Yang walked towards the direction of the sound. He wanted to see 

what was going on. When he came to a ravine, he could see clearly that it was a demonized python, and 

Termite war. 

 

The demonized python is more than 80 meters in length, and its body is thicker than a water tank, and it 

looks like an evil dragon from a distance. 

 

If you say that the demonized python is only big, it is incomprehensible that the demonized python can 

spit out red flames. 

 

Whenever the red flame falls on the termites, it will kill a large number of termites, and the entire body 

of the demonized python can also appear blazing flames, enveloping him. 

 

The demonized termites, which are less than half a meter long, do not have any special magical energy. 

Their attack method is the fierce pair of mouthparts at the front. 

 

This mouthpart is very sharp, it looks sharper than Lu Yang’s short knife, plus the power of the 

demonized termite evolution. 

 



Some experts once said that ants have the ability to lift things 20 times heavier than themselves. Now 

the body of demonized termites is close to half a meter, and they can guess how powerful they are. 

Therefore, when demonized termites ignore the flames, they are fierce. When he threw himself on the 

body of the python, and when his mouthparts plunged into the body of the demonized python, the 

demonized python had no way but to release the flames and burn the termites to death. 

 

But there were too many termites around, tens of thousands of them. This battle lasted only more than 

ten minutes. Even though the demonized python could still release flames, his skin had been bitten. 

 

The internal organs were all dragged out by the demonized termites. At this point, the demonized 

python died on the ground. After that, hundreds of demonized termites worked together to lift the 

demonized python and carried it into the castle. 

 

The muddy wine and Xia Yuwei and others who watched this scene through the video showed a worried 

look, and the muddy wine said: “The termite colony is too ferocious, let alone, we confronted that 

enchanted python, with our air blade Slash, he may not be able to kill him, but the termites surrounded 

the demonized python to death by virtue of their numbers.” 

 

Lu Yang listened to the video and walked forward to the gate of the demonized termites’ castle, looked 

at the thunder and thunder bones on the ground around him, and said, “I have a hunch that the large 

creatures around here will be hunted by termites soon. Clean, the next step these termites are going to 

look for prey in the farther surrounding area.” 

 

The dungeon is only two hours away from the termite cave. It will take less than two months for the 

termites to find the dungeon. 

 

“Can you kill these termites with the weapons in the current dungeon?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “If you can’t kill the depths of the castle and kill the queen, it’s 

absolutely impossible.” 

 

Termite queens can lay eggs at a rate of 2,000 eggs a day. I don’t know how many they can produce 

after being demonized. However, looking at the number of termites around, there are tens of thousands 

of them outside, and the number inside is at least twice that of the outside. 

 



Lu Yang said, “I’ll go in and take a look.” 

 

He had already arrived at the gate of the castle, Zhuojiu and White Lion quickly persuaded Lu Yang not 

to go in, but Lu Yang turned off their voices. 

 

Blazing Demon God smiled and said to Lu Yang: “You are bold enough, but have you thought about the 

consequences? You might die.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I am not that easy to die. I believe in you, and I believe in this and the staff.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “You have the courage, go in, this staff can perfectly hide your figure, the 

termites will never find your existence.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2031 - The role of the professor 

  

Lu Yang nodded and entered the gate of the termite castle to meet. Don’t think that the gate of the 

castle is very small. The gate here is very huge. The entrance alone is 8 meters high and 30 meters wide. 

 

The termites here are very orderly. They are walking close to the two sides of the gate road. Few 

termites walk directly in the middle area. Therefore, Lu Yang has saved his life. He walked in the middle 

area without any problems. Found by termites on both sides. 

 

Lu Yang was also very scared at this time. He didn’t know if he would be discovered. If something was 

suddenly discovered, then he would be dead. 

 

While he was walking down continuously, suddenly, the Blazing Demon God said: “It’s not right, how can 

I perceive the message of a part of my body here, you go on walking quickly.” 

 



Lu Yang was taken aback for a moment, and said, “No, how could the fragments of your body fall so 

precisely near the dungeon I built.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was a little anxious, and said: “There was one piece originally, but it is still a very 

large piece. Otherwise, why would I choose you in Donghai City? Go down quickly. If I can find it, it will 

greatly improve my strength. The improvement is also very big.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t worry, I’ll walk slowly, it’s too dangerous.” 

 

As soon as the voice fell, a termite quickly crawled past Lu Yang, the huge wings almost swept over Lu 

Yang’s body. 

 

Lu Yang was taken aback, and hurriedly dodged, but a termite crawled over beside him, and Lu Yang 

dodged several times before finally avoiding the surrounding attacks. 

 

When it was safe, Lu Yang finally breathed a sigh of relief and said, “This broken place is too dangerous.” 

 

The voice of the Blazing Demon God appeared in Lu Yang’s mind, and said, “My perception is very weak. 

It may be tens of meters below, or it may be more than 100 meters. I will show you the way.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and continued to walk towards the depths of the palace. It took nearly an hour before 

he finally walked through the palace area and entered a relatively narrow area with a denser number of 

ants. 

 

But the ants in this area have all mutated, and their tails have flames, like lights, illuminating the 

underground palace brightly. 

 

“Is there any other way, I can’t make it,” Lu Yang said. 

 

The Blazing Demon God was also very anxious, but he also saw that he couldn’t make it at all. After 

thinking about it, he said, “Think of a way.” 

 



Lu Yang said: “Let’s wait a moment.” 

 

These termites need to search for food after all. He waited for a full two hours, during which time he 

kept telling the white lion and the dirty wine that they were safe before stabilizing their urge to rush in. 

 

Finally, after more than two hours, the group of termites who didn’t know what they were doing at the 

door finally retreated into the termite nest. 

 

Lu Yang followed them and walked in. At this time, the termite nest was full of caves. Thanks to the 

guidance of the Blazing Demon God, Lu Yang could find the correct position. 

 

After walking for about an hour, Lu Yang stepped on the air and almost fell into a hole. Fortunately, he 

caught the surrounding rocks and didn’t make much noise. 

 

Looking down from here, who could have imagined that there was light in the depths of the 

underground palace, and a piece of only about 2 cm in diameter was constantly shining. 

 

“This is part of my heart.” Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “Get it back quickly.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the side. A huge white object with a diameter of more than 10 meters, like a jellyfish 

skin, was piled on the ground. You don’t need to guess that this is the queen of termites. Her body is 

constantly squirming. Obviously, Still in labor, as for his front body, it was lying next to the heart of the 

Blazing Demon God. 

 

“Unless I go to die, I can’t get it.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Blazing Demon God was speechless, and said, “Try to think of a way.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and said, “I’m afraid it takes everyone from the army, academy and temple 

to have a chance. Don’t worry, I will go back first and find a way.” 

 

The Blazing Devil sighed and said, “Okay.” 



 

Lu Yang nodded and walked back along the original road. When he reached the door, he saw the white 

lion and others who were not performing. 

 

“Remove invisibility” 

 

Lu Yang appeared in front of them and said, “Hurry up, it’s too dangerous here.” 

 

Zhuojiu and Baishi directly rolled their eyes and said in their hearts: If we are dangerous, you will 

commit suicide. 

 

The group followed Lu Yang quickly leaving the area of the termite nest and returned to the vicinity of 

the dungeon. But when he arrived, Lu Yang discovered that a large number of enchanted wasps were 

flying towards the location of the wasps that had just died. This made Lu Yang The eyes lit up. 

 

“Maybe I have a solution.” Lu Yang said to the Blazing Demon God. 

 

“What way?” Blazing Demon God asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “If I remember correctly, the demonized wasps can find the dead companion’s corpse. 

What if we catch a group of demonized wasps and throw them into the termite nest?” 

 

“Do you want to find opportunities through the war on both sides of them? This is a way.” Blazing 

Demon God said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I go back and think of a way. With the three-eyed magic flower, it is not difficult to stun a 

few wasps.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God nodded and said, “I will think about how to perfect the plan.” 

 

Lu Yang led Zhuojiu and the others back to the door of the dungeon. He happened to see Fei Yang 

standing at the door with a few people in white coats chatting. 



 

“What are you talking about?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Fei Yang saw that Lu Yang was very kind, and said with a smile: “I’ll introduce to you. These two are our 

entomology experts, Professor Huang Sheng and Professor Luo Wen.” 

 

“Lu Yang doesn’t need to be introduced, he is famous for saving our lives.” Huang Sheng and Luo Wen 

smiled and shook hands with Lu Yang. 

 

When saving people back then, Lu Yang sent the experts and scholars into the dungeon in the first 

batch. Until now, Huang Sheng and Luo Wen are very, very grateful to Lu Yang, but suffer from no 

chance to repay. 

 

Fei Yang said: “It’s not the first day for me and the two professors to come here today. and they have 

been studying the movement of the hive. Before, they conducted insect research around the 

underground city. I have studied it and know some specific situations.” 

 

Lu Yang was surprised. He smiled and looked at the two of them and said, “Tell me, I’m worried.” 

 

Rowan helped his glasses and said: “When we studied before, we found that the queen bee in the hive 

has entered the dying period. It was already a year ago.” 

 

“You mean the queen bee died?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Huang Sheng thought for a while, and said: “I’m not sure, we don’t know whether magical energy will 

extend the life of the queen bee. Recently we have been studying ordinary enchanted wasps, but they 

have not experienced a particularly long life extension, so , The two of us are speculating that the queen 

bee may be dead, or in the final stage of her life. She has laid a lot of queen bee eggs. At this time, it 

should be hatched soon.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Zhuojiu and the others excitedly, and said to the Blazing Demon God in his body: “If 

there is a queen bee, I will hold a queen bee and throw it into the termite nest, and your heart 

fragments will be taken back.” 



 

The Blazing Demon smiled and said: “You are a good move.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2032 - Attack the hive 

  

When Zhuo Jiu, Xia Yuwei and others saw Lu Yang’s eyes, they knew what Lu Yang wanted to do. They 

had difficulty accepting Lu Yang entering the termite nest alone. Now they are going to the hive again, 

and all of them are panicked. The look in their eyes, but they dare not say it immediately, for fear that 

someone will make trouble. 

 

Lu Yang motioned them to stay calm, and said to Fei Yang, “Any ideas?” 

 

Fei Yang said, “We just want to have a meeting with you, let’s go downstairs.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and brought the dirty wine and the group followed Fei Yang to the first floor area. In 

the core area of the military, in a conference room, they saw Lu Tianming and others. 

 

After some greetings, Fei Yang groaned: “We now have an idea to let the members of the temple, in the 

direction of the hive, aim at the termite nest to release the forbidden curse, causing the termites to 

attack each other with the hive.” 

 

Wang Xinpeng shook his head and said: “The distance is not enough, and the Forbidden Curse cannot be 

played that far. The maximum is within 5 kilometers, or within the area under our eyes. Otherwise, we 

can’t lock the target area.” 

 

Fei Yang asked: “What if we attack the hive alone? With our current strength, we will attack the hive 

with all our strength and at least destroy one first.” 

 



Wang Xinpeng said: “This is okay, as long as you can send enough people to protect us and release the 

forbidden curse, we can destroy at least one-third of the hive.” 

 

Lu Tianming, Tao Yue and the others looked at each other, each pondered for a while, and both looked 

at Fei Yang. Lu Tianming asked, “Can heavy weapons work?” 

 

Fei Yang said helplessly: “Of course, but if there are too many demonized wild bees, I am afraid that 

after this attack, we will not be able to provide any support to the termite nest.” 

 

Lu Tianming said: “Our academy’s abilities are also insufficient. Even with the people from the temple, 

the total number of human warriors who can participate in the war is less than 5,000, and their damage 

to the Demonized Wild Bee is very limited.” 

 

Everyone sighed again. The strength of the dungeon was too low, and there were too many enemies in 

front of them. The Necromancer was not dead yet. I don’t know when the attack will happen. 

Demonized Wild Bees and Demonized Termites are possible Attack, the military can only launch the 

strongest attack on one of the enemies, and then it will lose the ability. 

 

Lu Yang stared at Fei Yang and Lu Tianming. The two quickly sensed Lu Yang’s gaze. When they looked at 

each other, they understood what Lu Yang meant. 

 

“Temporarily adjourn the meeting, everyone rest.” Fei Yang said with a smile. 

 

Lu Tianming and Fei Yang got up at the same time, Lu Yang also got up, and as they walked outside, they 

entered the room next to them. 

 

“Brother Lu Yang, do you have something to say?” Lu Tianming asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and asked the Blazing Demon God to initiate a scan, and said, “Can I trust you two?” 

 

“Of course, our destinies are all tied together, the dungeon is over, and we are all over.” Lu Tianming 

said. 

 



Fei Yang said: “My brother, if you have something to say, you might as well speak up. We will definitely 

help each other out.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God swept the two souls and said: “Normal, no fluctuations, they did not lie.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Well, I can only tell you that I have a way to sneak into the hive. On the day 

of the battle, let me go inside to determine the situation, and then we can decide how to attack.” 

 

Lu Tianming was surprised, and said excitedly: “You, how do you sneak in.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I have explored outside and got something from another world. I won’t tell 

you exactly what it is, but I can get in.” 

 

He tried it when he came back just now. The Three-Eyed Magic Flower can stun ordinary termites and 

magical wild bees, but it is not effective for the queen. 

 

Obviously, this is the level of the three-eyed magic flower is too low, and can only be effective on 

creatures of lower strength, but this strength is low, and it should include the newly born queen bee. 

 

If there is a newly born queen bee, Lu Yang wouldn’t mind catching it out and throwing it into the 

termite nest. At that time, the two sides would really fight. 

 

After hearing what Lu Yang said, Fei Yang and Lu Tianming glanced at each other and felt that this 

method was feasible. Lu Tianming said: “If the two families go to war, when both sides are dead and 

injured, we don’t need the military to use the last resort. Relying on members of the academy and 

temple, you can fight to death the termite nest.” 

 

Fei Yang said excitedly: “That’s it. Let’s prepare now.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded. Right now, the three of them returned to the meeting room and began to make plans, 

but none of them revealed any details to the people in the temple or Tao Yue and others. For a while, 

everyone was in a state of confusion. Know exactly what to do. 

 



Wang Xinpeng and Zheng Ziming and others were also in a state of confusion, but several people had 

cold expressions. Wang Xinpeng asked in a low voice: “Is it set? Don’t have problems when activating 

the skills.” 

 

Zheng Ziming sneered and said, “Don’t worry, these idiots think we will only be a forbidden curse, but 

they don’t know that we have the unique ability to escape, and they can’t catch us.” 

 

Wang Xinpeng also sneered and said: “I have sent someone to arrange the placement of the subsequent 

resettlement sites. As long as we escape, we will find another opportunity to come back and take 

revenge.” 

 

Since the people from the temple were placed in the military control area, Wang Xinpeng and others 

have determined that Lu Yang and Fei Yang and others wanted to kill them. Therefore, these people 

have never really thought of helping Lu Yang and Fei Yang and the others. , But on the surface 

submissive, in fact, he has been looking for a way to escape. 

 

After contacting the gods, the gods taught them six false forbidden spells in total, and they needed to 

release them together. Although there is now one less family, five of them plus juniors can be released 

together. 

 

When the forbidden curse is released, it depends on which family is the leader. Wang Xinpeng is the 

leader, which means attacking the forbidden curse. With Zheng Ziming as the leader, it is the forbidden 

curse for escape. 

 

After releasing this skill, people within 50 meters of their surroundings, can all instantly escape to a 

designated location, the farthest distance is no more than 10 kilometers. 

 

Wang Xinpeng and the others knew that the key to this war was the forbidden curse released by a few 

of them. If there were no forbidden curses, the termite nest would definitely find the dungeon when 

hunting around after killing the demonized wild bees. 

 

One more thing, they have already contacted the Necromancer. Soon after the war begins, they will 

cooperate with the Necromancer to attack the dungeon after his body recovers on the third day. In any 

case, they will capture 1 million humans. Used for sacrifices. 

 



“The temple, you have no problem this time.” Fei Yang suddenly looked back at Wang Xinpeng and 

asked. 

 

Wang Xinpeng was whispering, and he immediately said with a smile upon hearing this: “Leaders rest 

assured that our temple will surely lose all merits this time.” 

 

Fei Yang turned his head back with a smile, and whispered to Lu Yang and Lu Tianming, “I don’t believe 

them, the college must take good care of them.” 

 

Lu Tianming said: “Don’t worry, I will find experts from 30 academies to stare at them. If they dare to 

change, I will not show mercy.” 

 

“That’s good.” Fei Yang said. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2033 - Successfully caught the queen bee 

  

Two days later in the early morning. 

 

Before the sun rose and the sky just turned white, all the main forces of the academy, the military and 

the temple, a total of more than 10,000 people, gathered in an area 2 kilometers away from the hive. 

 

Except Fei Yang and Lu Tianming, no one knew why they gathered here. For a while, many people 

complained in secret, but they were all berated by the team leader. 

 

Wang Xinpeng and Zheng Ziming, the senior members of these temples, are under the strict supervision 

of senior members of the academy. Some unbearable Zheng Ziming angrily walked in front of Fei Yang 

and asked: “What are you going to do? Just take advantage of this when you want to attack. .” 

 



Fei Yangzheng and Lu Tianming were sitting together. They both smiled when they heard the words. Fei 

Yang looked at Zheng Ziming and said, “Don’t worry, there will be news soon.” 

 

Lu Tianming said, “A few of you should prepare first, don’t worry.” 

 

The two of them didn’t say why, Zheng Ziming had no choice but to retreat. Under the double double-

teaming of the military and the academy, Wang Xinpeng and the others did not dare to tear their faces. 

 

Fei Yang, who was watching the temple, left, and said to Lu Tianming, “Do you think Lu Yang can 

succeed?” 

 

Lu Tianming shook his head and said, “I don’t know, if he can succeed, I will definitely recommend him 

to cultivate in the bronze tower. This person is worthy of our training.” 

 

Fei Yang was a little surprised, nodded again, and said, “I hope he can come back alive, and I don’t know 

where he is.” 

 

On their arms, there was a connector with Lu Yang, but without Lu Yang talking to them first, they would 

not be able to contact Lu Yang, and could only see where Lu was. 

 

Inside the hive at this time, Lu Yang was cautiously walking into the hive avoiding wild bees more than 

one meter long. 

 

Fortunately, wild bees would not easily enter the hive to rest, but hung outside the hive. Lu Yang, in the 

state of the blazing demon’s perception, avoided most of the wild bees and entered the hive. 

 

At this time, there were wild bees everywhere around him. After walking for more than an hour, he 

finally came to the core of the hive. 

 

This was an extremely large and empty hexagonal area. What Lu Yang didn’t expect was that, as the two 

experts had guessed, the queen bee was dead. 

 



In the core area of the hive, there are only a large number of eggs and two new queens that have 

hatched. 

 

At this time, the bodies of the two queen bees were only about 30 cm. Although they were just born, 

they both showed the most fierce side when they saw each other. They also stretched out the black 

stinger at the tail and aimed at each other. Stabbed in the past. 

 

A large number of wild bees surrounded the two queens, no one stepped forward to help, but quietly 

waited for the two queens to decide the outcome. 

 

The queen bee who wins will get the right to rule the hive, and the queen bee who loses will die in the 

hive. Now, the two queen bees have entered the decisive battle stage. The queen bee on the left is 

stabbed all over, but on the right The queen bee was more miserable, the tail was stabbed, and a lot of 

liquid flowed out. It is very likely that the queen bee on the right was killed by the queen bee on the left. 

 

But at this moment, what Lu Yang didn’t expect was that the queen bee on the left thought she would 

win, and the queen bee on the right suddenly pierced the head of the queen bee on the left. The battle 

was over. There were a lot of wild bees. Shake the wings and cheer for the living queen bee. 

 

The queen bee had run out of strength. He retracted the tail needle and made a burst of sound waves. A 

large number of wild bees gathered around, killed other queen bee eggs on the ground, and threw them 

out of the hive together with the dead queen bee. 

 

After the living queen issued an order, let all the wild bees leave the area where she was. There was a 

lot of royal jelly, and she was about to start eating to recover her body. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the time on his arm. It was already past 6 o’clock in the morning. He took out the 

three-eyed magic flower in his arms and issued a command. 

 

The three-eyed magic flower that communicated with Lu Yang immediately shook his head and 

sprinkled pollen. For a while, the wild bees in the hive fell into a short sleep. 

 



The pollen does not allow the wild bees to sleep for too long. In about an hour, the wild bees can wake 

up. As for the queen bee, the control time is shorter, but the queen bee has just been born and has 

suffered so much. It is estimated that the sleep time is the same as other wild bees. 

 

Lu Yang waited for more than 10 minutes. He saw that the queen bee had stopped eating, and closed his 

eyes, his breathing became even. He quickly jumped in front of the queen bee, took out the box, and 

knocked the queen bee inside. . 

 

This box is specially made. No one knows what the queen bee’s special ability is. In order to prevent 

problems, Lu Yang re-forged the box that was captured from Sigma and shuttled through the twisted 

time and space. Pack the queen bee in. 

 

The queen bee is in a very good state at this time, sleeping very quietly, but the spikes in her body make 

it impossible to start. 

 

Lu Yang looked for several angles before carefully grabbing the queen bee into the box, then closing the 

box, turning on his invisibility, and ran outside. 

 

When he ran out of the hive, none of the wild bees found the problem. Looking back at the hive full of 

hundreds of thousands of demonized wild bees, Lu Yang ran towards the car that he had prepared for 

him 2 kilometers away. 

 

At the same time, Lu Yang turned on the phone and said to Fei Yang and Lu Tianming: “The mission was 

successful. I took the queen bee out. All the staff went to the predetermined area of the termite nest to 

hide. I will throw the queen bee into the termite nest. go with.” 

 

“Good job.” Fei Yang and Lu Tianming stood up excitedly at the same time, and they quickly gave orders 

to go. 

 

The other side. 

 

Lu Yang ran to an area two kilometers away. The White Lion, Zhuojiu and others were sitting on an off-

road vehicle. Now this kind of vehicle can no longer be manufactured. If you use a scrapped one, you 

will lose one. It is a rare item. But at this time, I can’t take care of that much. The distance between the 



hive and the termite nest is so long that it is unrealistic to rely on Lu Yang to run there. It is most 

convenient to use a car. 

 

“Boss, come here soon.” A half-life of bitter love shouted in a low voice and excited. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, speeded up his pace and walked into the car, and said: “Hurry up and drive, this thing is 

about to wake up, I will cast a spell to control him.” 

 

The white lion immediately stepped on the accelerator and drove in the direction of the termite nest. 

Because of the bumpy mountain road, the queen bee in the box was quickly awakened by the bumps, 

and found that it was not in the hive, but in a box. Down, the spikes on the queen bee’s tail appeared 

and pierced towards the inner wall of the box. 

 

“when” 

 

With a crisp sound, Lu Yang almost couldn’t hold the box in his hand, the tiger’s mouth was numb, he 

didn’t care about that much anymore, and he chanted a spell. 

 

“Fire Snake Bound” 

 

A fiery snake as thick as a chain tied the box in the air. No matter how the queen bee hits, he couldn’t 

escape Lu Yang’s control this time. 

 

Fortunately, the box was too strong, the queen bee’s tail needle did not pierce, and when she could not 

escape, the queen bee shook her wings and made sound waves. 

 

There were more than 100,000 wild bees on the hive two kilometers away. All of them suddenly awoke. 

Each wild bee showed a violent look, shaking its wings and flew in the direction of Lu Yang. 

 

More than 100,000 wild bees took off at the same time, covering the sky like a dark cloud. The player 

who was in charge of observing with a telescope in the distance couldn’t help swallowing his saliva and 

picked up the walkie-talkie to report: “All the wild bees flew away. The hive flew towards Lu Yang’s 

location, and asked Lu Yang to speed up and speed up.” 



 

Lu Yang received the news immediately and said to the white lion: “Continue to accelerate.” 

 

“Okay, everyone sits down.” The white lion stepped on the accelerator to the end, and the termite nest 

was in front of it, and a large number of termites had flown out for food. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2034 - Take back the Fragment of the Devil\'s Heart 

  

The roar of the off-road vehicle was very loud, and it quickly attracted the attention of the termites, and 

suddenly many termites flew over with shaking their wings. 

 

“Kill these termites, we have to go further in.” Lu Yang said, he used the fire snake to control the queen 

bee box, unable to use other spells. 

 

Zhuojiu, Zhou Tianming, Xia Yuwei, and Kuai half-life leaned out, and white light appeared all over them. 

When the termites approached, they quickly swung their swords. 

 

Lines of white air blades flew out with their long knives. All the demonized termites that were hit were 

divided into two parts. A large swath of colorless liquid fell down. In a blink of an eye, dozens of termites 

were all destroyed. killed. 

 

“I can’t kill it like this. The strength in our body is almost not enough.” Zhou Tianming said loudly as he 

watched the next wave of termites coming over. 

 

Lu Yang had already seen the termite castle in front of him, and said, “Get closer and hold on.” 

 



Muojiu, White Lion and others nodded and tried their best to attack the termites around them. After 

killing three waves of termites, the white light outside of Muojiu and others disappeared. 

 

Lu Yang looked forward. At this time, he was less than 500 meters away from the Termite Castle. There 

were also a large number of termites around hearing the news from his companions and rushing over. 

Behind him, an intelligence officer told them that the demonized wild bee was only a short distance 

away from them. It’s 10 minutes away. 

 

“Sure.” Lu Yang fiercely threw the box in his hand into the colony of termites in front of him. When he 

was in the air, the box opened automatically, and the queen bee flew out of it, making an extremely 

angry roar. 

 

Just when the queen bee was fiercely trying to trouble Lu Yang, she found that she was surrounded by 

termites, and all the termites gave up their hostility to Lu Yang and turned to look at the queen bee. 

 

A king of one race is very attractive to another race. If they can kill the king or dedicate him to their own 

king, they will get extra praise. 

 

“Om” 

 

The demonized queen bee also discovered the seriousness of the problem. He was thrown into the 

colony of demonized termites by humans, and it must summon its hands to rescue it. 

 

The demonized termites around had a very clear understanding of the behavior of the demonized queen 

bee, and suddenly, a large number of demonized mutations rushed to the demonized queen bee. 

 

Although the demonized queen bee was just born, the poisonous needle on his tail is very sharp, and 

with a single stroke, it can kill several ordinary demonized termites. 

 

“Red Night, it gets bigger quickly.” Lu Yang saw this scene and knew that they could not stay any longer. 

He burned his clothes with flames, revealing only the red armor in his body, so that he could keep the 

queen bee behind him. All the marks on the body are wiped out. 

 



Hong Ye jumped into the air from Lu Yang’s arms, her body suddenly swelled to 15 meters, but Hong Ye 

did not make a dragon’s whistle, and again, the dragon’s whistle has no effect on termites and 

demonized wild bees. They are not. Animals have only instinct and obedience to the queen bee and 

queen’s orders. 

 

Lu Yang took the white lion and Xia Yuwei and jumped onto Hong Ye’s back and ordered Hong Ye to fly 

to the sky quickly. 

 

Neither the demonized queen bee nor the demonized termites regarded Lu Yang and his party as the 

primary target of attack, and both sides had entered the stage of desperate death. 

 

The tail needles of the demonized queen bee desperately slid around, and the demonized termites tried 

their best to rush to the body of the demonized queen bee and bite her body. 

 

In the beginning, the enchanted queen bee had an impressive record, killing hundreds of enchanted 

termites, but the number of enchanted termites rushing over was too much. Although the carapace and 

limbs of the enchanted queen were very hard, the enchanted termites She couldn’t bite, but the 

demonized queen was exhausted and lost her ability to resist. The termites caught her and flew towards 

the termite palace. 

 

The demonized queen bee can only shake her wings and emit sound waves to cry for help. Just when the 

demonized queen bee was about to be caught into the termite castle, the buzzing in the distance was 

deafening, and tens of thousands of demonized wild bees came over. 

 

On the side of the demonized termites, termites naturally informed the queen of the situation outside. 

The queen issued an order, and the demonized termites in the nest that released flames dispatched and 

led the termite colony to fight the wild bees. 

 

For a time, outside the termite nest, the two sides fought against each other. The characteristic of the 

enchanted wild bee was that the carapace was so hard that the termites could not bite. However, after 

the fire-breathing termites entered the war, the battle situation changed. 

 

When Fei Yang and Lu Tianming arrived with a large group of troops, they happened to see the 

demonized termite and the demonized wild bee fighting together, and both of them immediately 

showed excitement. 



 

“Successful, Lu Yang succeeded.” Fei Yang said excitedly. 

 

Lu Tianming nodded excitedly, turned around and said to the people in the temple: “Quickly set up the 

magic circle, and follow orders to launch an attack at any time.” 

 

“Okay.” Wang Xinpeng readily agreed and returned to the team, because there were more than 30 

masters from the academy staring at them around them, and the group was not good at replying, just 

winking. 

 

Zheng Ziming stood in the center of the magic circle, and Wang Xinpeng, Tao Ze and others surrounded 

them, formed a magic circle, and began to prepare for attack. 

 

Fei Yang looked left and right, and found that Lu Yang hadn’t come back, he took out the phone and 

asked, “Where are you? Is it safe?” 

 

Lu Yang was leading Hong Ye and Zhuo Jiu behind the termite castle. Hearing the words, he said, “I am 

safe. Follow my order to attack again. Don’t act in advance.” 

 

“Good.” Fei Yang said. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone and switched to flight mode. He looked at the cave dug by the white lion 

and Zhuojiu, and said, “You immediately return to Feiyang and the others, and I will be back soon.” 

 

Zhuojiu shook his head and said, “No, we have to go together, we are hiding nearby. If we have 

something, we can still help.” 

 

“Yes.” Zhou Tianming and Kuai Bansheng said together. 

 

Lu Yang knew that he could not persuade him, and nodded, making Hong Ye smaller and returning to his 

arms, then turned and entered the cave. This is what the Blazing Demon God discovered when Lu Yang 

left the termite castle. If the cave of .com is opened from the other direction, you can bypass the first 



hour’s journey and directly enter the inner area. After another hour, you can reach the deepest part of 

the termite nest. 

 

At this time, the inside of the termite nest must be at the lowest level of alertness. Lu Yang entered at 

this time and had the best chance of stealing the fragments of the Demon God’s Heart. 

 

“Invisible” 

 

Lu Yang disappeared invisible and walked forward in the dark tunnel. Fortunately, the Blazing Demon 

God was guiding him. Lu Yang escaped dozens of waves of termites and went to the depths of the earth, 

once again seeing the huge white body of the queen. 

 

Facing such a giant termite several meters high and ten meters long, Lu Yang took out the three-eyed 

magic flower and tried hypnosis. 

 

The pollen was scattered, and the queen gradually fell into a coma. She didn’t command much of the 

war outside, but she still paid close attention to a small piece of heart near her body. 

 

Lu Yang cautiously walked to the back of the ant, less than 2 meters away from the heart fragment. 

Suddenly, a fire-breathing termite returned to the inside of the cave and made a sound wave at the 

queen. The queen turned to look. At this moment, Lu Yang raised his hand and threw a small piece of 

heart fragment into his mouth, and then he ran back towards the road where he had come. 

 

Chapter 2035 - Tempering the blood 

  

Because Lu Yang had always been stolen from the Demon God’s heart fragments in stealth, the fire-

breathing termites only saw the heart disappear out of thin air, and did not see who did it. Therefore, 

the fire-breathing termites did not respond immediately. It was like anthropomorphic wiping its eyes 

with its forelimbs, and it felt like it had seen it wrong. 

 

But after it wiped its eyes, it found that the fragments they had regarded as gods had disappeared, 

which made it flusteredly waving its arms at the queen. 

 



The queen was listening to its report. Suddenly, she saw the fire-breathing termite panicking and 

showing a confused look. It made a violent sound wave, and then the fire-breathing termite stopped and 

pointed to his back. 

 

The queen ant looked back, her huge eyes suddenly became bigger and her entire face showed a furious 

expression, and she stood up. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The terrifying sound resounded through the termite cave. The queen looked around and found no 

fragment of the Devil’s Heart. Excited, the queen rushed out of the cave entrance. It believed that 

something must have taken the Devil’s Heart fragment. 

 

Just coming to a place not far from the door, it saw the enchanted queen bee raised above its head by 

the enchanted termites. Facing the queen bee’s dying expression, the enchanted queen opened her 

giant Mouth, revealing her mouth full of fangs, one bite bite half of the demonized queen bee’s body 

and arrived in her belly late. At this point, the demonized queen died. 

 

The demonized wild bee attacking outside instantly sensed the queen’s death, and the entire bee colony 

went crazy and launched a more fierce attack on the termites. 

 

Lu Yang was hiding in the queen’s nest at this time, and the Blazing Demon God was fusing his heart 

fragments. Although this fusion was fast, it would take some time. 

 

He didn’t know the situation outside. It took a full hour before the Blazing Demon God woke up and 

said, “I finally recovered some magical power.” 

 

“What divine power?” Lu Yang asked anxiously. 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Remember the Demon God Space? I teach you spells. You can hide in the 

Demon God Space by using spells.” 

 



Lu Yang showed a surprised expression and asked, “The Devil God Space is a good place, is there any 

treasure in it?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said embarrassingly: “Uh, there is nothing left, just an empty temple.” 

 

“Useful.” Lu Yang despised. 

 

“Always let you escape.” Blazing Demon God was unhappy, and said, “Well, you don’t need to sleep in 

the wild anymore. It’s great to have a restful place to rest.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while, and said, “Yes, at least don’t worry about being slaughtered while 

sleeping.” 

 

“That’s right.” Blazing Demon God said triumphantly: “There are other abilities. Now my heart and your 

blood are connected together, that is to say, you are using your body to nourish my heart.” 

 

“My blood nourishes the heart of a **** king, I won’t die.” Lu Yang said silently. 

 

“Of course it won’t, just keep my vitality. I didn’t dislike your blood trash and insult my divinity. You dare 

to dislike my **** king’s heart.” Blazing Demon God is not happy again, and vomits: “You Go on 

stealthily, although your blood is nourishing my heart, but in the same way, my heart is also tempering 

your blood. From now on, your blood will be the blood of the King of Gods, and you are more suitable.” 

 

“What’s the use?” Lu Yang felt quite tall. 

 

The Blazing Demon God was anxious, and said, “What’s the use? Are you stupid? What kind of body is 

the body of a god, that can hold any weapon in your world, how to possess the body of a god, others are 

desperate It’s better for you to temper yourself directly from the inside out with the blood of the king of 

gods. In less than a year, your skin will be invulnerable and not afraid of ordinary spells. After a few 

years, the magic of the mages and even the fire demon will be It may not be able to hurt you, if you say 

it is useful.” 

 

“Uh~!” Lu Yang was full of joy and nodded repeatedly, “That’s very useful, not so useful, thank you.” 



 

The Blazing Demon God sighed, and said angrily: “This is you, so there is no such good life as someone 

else. You quickly help me find other Demon God Heart Fragments. The more you find, the more your 

body changes. The bigger you are, as you become stronger and stronger, it can also have an unexpected 

effect on your soul sea and help you advance to a higher level earlier.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded clearly. He got the Demon God’s Heart Fragment, which was considered a great benefit. 

He looked around and ran out of the cave along the path the termite queen had walked. 

 

When he came outside the cave, the demonized termites and the demonized wild bees had already 

fought a **** battle. The queen ants participated in the battle personally, which shows how tragic the 

fight between the two sides was. 

 

Lu Yang carefully picked up the bee needle that fell from the tail of the demonized ant queen. He didn’t 

know why this thing was so hard, but after polishing it, it was good to make a dagger, at least the long 

knife they got in the different world. , It’s not so easy to cut the body of the demonized termite easily. 

The bee needle, which is more than 20 cm long, is so sharp. 

 

Behind the termite castle. 

 

Zhuo Jiu, White Lion, Xia Yuwei and others are waiting anxiously. For so many years, they have become 

accustomed to Lu Yang as their backbone. Whenever Lu Yang is there and Lu Yang is safe, they will feel 

at ease, but now Lu Yang Being in danger all the time makes them very uncomfortable. 

 

“I would rather go down. The feeling of waiting is too bad.” White Lion said depressed. 

 

Zhou Tianming, Zhuo Jiu and the others nodded. Just as they were in a hurry, they found that the grass 

in the distance was swaying, and several of them opened their eyes and prepared for battle. 

 

They thought it was a monster coming, but suddenly, Lu Yang exposed his body, and Zhou Tianming and 

the others quickly recovered their white energy. 

 

“Boss, you scared me to death. Say it in advance next time. I almost slashed at you,” said bitter love half-

life silently. 



 

Lu Yang saw the voiceless expressions of Zhuojiu and others, couldn’t help but smile, and said, “Sorry, 

next time I pay attention, I always forgot that I was invisible.” 

 

“Are there any gains?” Zhuojiu asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “The harvest is great. You are here to guard for me. The previous war will not 

end in a short time. It should be very safe here.” 

 

Just for a while, because of the beating of the devil’s heart in his body, the blood in his body began to 

transform into divine blood, and the direct effect of this was that Lu Yang’s soul sea had a tendency to 

automatically expand. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t want to talk much, and sat cross-legged on the ground to practice. It took almost two 

hours before he woke up. At this time, even Lu Yang could not imagine that his soul sea capacity had 

reached The level of the 6th-level wizard. 

 

The Blazing Demon said with satisfaction: “Now I will teach you the Forbidden Curse, listen up, how to 

use Meteor Fall.” 

 

Lu Yang was excited. As a mage, what is his biggest dream, isn’t it to release the forbidden curse? 

 

Now he can actually release the false forbidden curse, which is also a kind of forbidden curse. Can he not 

get excited, and quickly learn from the Blazing Demon The release principles of the forbidden curse and 

the false forbidden curse are very simple. The gods themselves can release the forbidden curse because 

they are also members of elemental creatures, one of the origins of heaven and earth, and the heart of 

the demon **** is something formed from the origin of heaven and earth. 

 

But Lu Yang is just an ordinary person. He wants to release the forbidden spell, he needs external force, 

and the biggest boost is the element. 

 

The power of the elements is divided into two types. The first is the way of the temple. The alien gods 

enter the earth with their rights to sign a contract with the temple believers, and they can use the 



power of the element to release the forbidden curse. The second is It was the method Lu Yang used to 

release the forbidden curse by relying on the elements stored in the soul sea. 

 

This method of releasing all the magical elements in the soul sea at one time is extremely harmful to the 

body, and it is also extremely harmful to the soul sea. It will suddenly cause the soul sea to invade and 

cause great damage to the soul. . 

 

Of course, the main reason is that Lu Yang’s soul sea is not strong enough, and the capacity of the soul 

sea is not enough, and it will gradually get better in the future. 

 

Lu Yang’s learning now is just another way to save his life. No one knows what the fighting outside will 

be like. It is always good to make himself stronger. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2036 - Meteor fall 

  

As for the learned pseudo-forbidden spell name, the same as in the game, it is a meteor falling, 

summoning a huge fire meteor to attack targets within the area. 

 

Lu Yang was already familiar with this trick in the game before. The only thing he didn’t know was the 

way of guiding his mental power. This kind of forbidden spell involves a high-level spell of the fire 

element and needs to be very powerful. The spiritual power can be induced. 

 

Lu Yang had studied for more than two hours before he fully understood how to use it. On the other 

side, on the battlefield in front of the Termite Palace, he was about to decide the winner. 

 

Fei Yang looked anxiously at the demonized wild bee that was about to be killed and the increasing 

number of demonized termites. He sent a message to Lu Yang more than once, but Lu Yang could not 

answer the phone. 

 



“Now is the best opportunity to release the forbidden curse. We should not let it go. If we wait for the 

termites to go back, what is the point of letting it go?” Wang Xinpeng frowned while standing inside the 

magic circle. 

 

The military and Lu Tianming and others looked at Fei Yang, but Fei Yang could not make this decision. If 

Lu Yang was really killed, he would not be able to do it. Just when he was anxious, Lu Yang saw His 

message said: “I have seen the termite nest, let them use their skills.” 

 

“Okay.” Fei Yang finally let go, and excitedly said to Wang Xinpeng and other members of the temple: 

“Put the forbidden curse.” 

 

“Okay.” Wang Xinpeng looked back at Zheng Ziming, and said: “Let’s release the Forbidden Curse 

together.” 

 

The six core members standing in the circle nodded together and chanted the spell at the same time. At 

this moment, the magical elements of the entire world became irritable. 

 

Even people who don’t have the ability to perceive magic become extremely irritable, as if the whole 

world is against him. 

 

At the end of the battle in the distance, the termites and wild bees also sensed this breath, and looked 

at the locations of Wang Xinpeng, Fei Yang and others. 

 

“Hiss~!” Numerous demonized termites roared in the direction of Fei Yang and others. The queen of 

demonized termites burst into flames all over her body, leading the termites and ran towards Fei Yang 

and the others. 

 

Fei Yang wiped his cold sweat and said, “Fortunately, Wang Xinpeng and the others have made 

preparations before. Otherwise, we will be eaten by termites before we finish chanting the spell.” 

 

Lu Tianming looked at Wang Xinpeng and the others, his eyes were also approving, and he had to admit 

that the magic of the temple was indeed powerful. 

 



“Om” 

 

“Om” 

 

… 

 

At this time, Wang Xinpeng and the others all had violent magic ripples, and the 30 guarding them 

backed back subconsciously, but at this moment, Zheng Ziming, standing in the middle, pointed his right 

hand forward. 

 

“Anger Thunder” 

 

A purple thunder and lightning fell from the sky out of thin air and hit the demonized queen 5 

kilometers away, but it did not cause any harm to the demonized queen. They were holding the 

telescope and frowned, unable to understand why this forbidden curse was released. Zheng Ziming 

sneered when thunder and lightning, and said a spell. 

 

“Teleport” 

 

A white light flashed, and the six core members of the temple in the circle suddenly disappeared inside 

the magic circle. At the same time, the 30 academy masters who watched them were also teleported 

away. 

 

Tao Yue shouted in horror: “It’s broken, the people of the temple ran away.” 

 

Fei Yang and Lu Tianming put down their binoculars at the same time and looked back at the 

teleportation array, only to find that there was no one. Lu Tianming suddenly roared: “Damn Wang 

Xinpeng, these **** have tricked us, they have led the demonized termites to our side , They also took 

this opportunity to escape.” 

 

Fei Yang was furious and helpless, forced himself to calm down, and roared: “Heavy weapons are ready 

to kill the demonized termite colony.” 

 



Lu Tianming roared: “All members of the academy are ready to participate in the battle, as well as the 

remaining members of the temple. If you still have a sense of honor as a human being, stand at the 

forefront.” 

 

There are thousands of people in the temple academy, and they are all dumbfounded, unable to 

understand why the messenger of God abandoned them, they are waiting to witness the miracle. 

 

Facing this sudden situation, they didn’t know what to do, but Fei Yang’s military told them what to do, 

countless gunpoints were aimed at them, and the members of the temple had to be forced to walk to 

the front line. 

 

At this time, the termite colony had already flown towards Fei Yang and the others, and a large number 

of heavy weapons attacked frantically. Fortunately, the termites were so big that they would not miss 

them. 

 

But even so, a large number of termites rushed in front of humans, and at the same time, the ground in 

the distance suddenly shook violently. After a dusty dust, everyone saw in horror that the Necromancer 

did not know when to appear. Beside them, behind him, there were thousands of undead. 

 

“Unexpectedly, human beings, you can’t escape the fate of sacrifice after all.” The Necromancer laughed 

wildly, and the upper and lower jaws of the skeletons kept closing, and blazing green flames throbbed 

from the two skeletons’ eye sockets. 

 

“Offensive~!” The Necromancer pointed forward. 

 

Thousands of undead rushed towards the human legion. Facing this situation, both Fei Yang and Lu 

Tianming knew that humanity had reached the most critical juncture. 

 

“Let’s go, order the heavy artillery corps to shoot at the location where I am. Today, it is time for Lu 

Tianming to serve the country.” Lu Tianming roared at Fei Yang. 

 

Fei Yang is just an ordinary person and has no ability to fight here. At the same time, he is the highest 

commander of the military. Only he can mobilize the army. 

 



“Brother, I can’t leave you behind.” Fei Yang’s excited eyes were red. 

 

“During the war, don’t talk to my mother-in-law. From the first day of my martial arts practice, I knew 

that this was my mission and responsibility. Soldiers should die on the battlefield. There is still such a 

day when I grow old. It is my glory. I’m going.” Lu Tianming roared. 

 

Fei Yang endured his tears and stopped talking nonsense. He turned his head and ran towards the off-

road vehicle. At the same time, only Tao Yue and a few elite students from the academy followed him to 

retreat. Only the soldiers and the backbone of the academy remained on the scene. 

 

“For the sake of humans, kill with me.” Lu Tianming rushed to meet the undead army, and the termites 

were all handed over to the military. 

 

Originally under-staffed now divided into half of the troops, the termite army quickly rushed up, and Lu 

Tianming was also surrounded by the undead army. 

 

The Necromancer saw this crazy roar and said: “Humans, let you steal my magic crystal. Today, I will use 

your three million lives to fill the vacancy of the magic crystal. You all deserve to die.” 

 

Lu Tianming knew that the Necromancer was their leader. If the Necromancer was killed, they might still 

have a chance to survive, but the distance between them and the Necromancer was too far to reach. He 

had to protect the people around him. Ten college teachers, under this circumstance, Lu Tianming 

couldn’t make it through. 

 

The Necromancer also felt that Lu Tianming’s strength was extraordinary. He could kill several undead 

with a single sword, and his body couldn’t hold the earth’s special spell. Therefore, the Necromancer 

watched from a distance. . 

 

“Human, I see how long you can hold on.” The Necromancer sneered again and again. 

 

Lu Tianming couldn’t last long at all. After killing for more than 10 minutes, when Lu Tianming was about 

to despair, suddenly a large cloud appeared in the sky, just when Lu Tianming didn’t know what was 

going on. 

 



Lu Yang roared: “Forbidden Curse-Flow~Star~Fall~!” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2037 - Chaos 

  

A huge fire meteor with a diameter of more than 50 meters suddenly appeared out of thin air at a 

height of 200 meters above the head. With a piercing sound, the meteor slammed into the necromancer 

at a speed that was indistinguishable by the naked eye. 

 

“boom” 

 

With the Necromancer as the center, a huge flame blasted and killed all the creatures within 100 

meters. The ultra-high flame temperature was unbearable for Lu Yang and the fire dragon under his 

seat. The huge flame wind would fly in the sky in the red night. All blown away. 

 

“Boss, how can the power be so huge.” The bitter love yelled while clutching the dragon scales on the 

dragon’s back. 

 

“I don’t know either.” Lu Yang hugged Dragon’s neck. 

 

Zhou Tianming, White Lion, Zhuojiu, and Xia Yuwei were not much better than the two of them, all 

holding the dragon’s body hard and hard, and Hong Ye was all frightened by this trick. 

 

In fact, they are already far away, more than 100 meters away from the central area of the 

Necromancer. Lu Yang was thrown by a meteor falling more than 100 meters away. Because he wanted 

to save Lu Tianming, Hong Ye carried them on the ground. On top of Lu Tianming’s head. 

 

Lu Yang was worried that his move would not give Lu Tianming a second, so it would be embarrassing. 

When he tried to maintain his figure and looked down, fortunately, Lu Tianming resisted. 



 

When the flame came to him, there was no such high temperature. Only a huge shock wave was left. 

With Lu Tianming’s strength, the shock wave had no effect on him. Even the academy masters behind 

him could resist it, but the undead army’s The members couldn’t hold it, they were all blown away by 

the shock wave. 

 

Taking this opportunity, Lu Yang hurriedly lowered Hong Ye’s height and shouted to Lu Tianming below: 

“Come on, I’ll take you away.” 

 

Lu Tianming looked up and saw Lu Yang riding a dragon over. He immediately relieved his heart, nodded 

gratefully, and led the more than 20 college backbones to jump onto the dragon’s back. Suddenly, Hong 

Ye’s body was a little unable to support it, but He barely maintained his figure, leading them to the sky, 

and at this moment, there was a piercing sound in the distance. 

 

Lu Yang and Lu Tianming looked in the direction of the sound source, which was the direction of the 

dungeon. From there, a large number of heavy weapons were being launched. While piercing the air, 

they crossed the sky and landed under the protection of countless human soldiers. In front of and in the 

position. 

 

Including the queen, all the demonized termites and fire-breathing termites were completely blown to 

death, but the defenders of the dungeon were also dead. 

 

Originally their position had been captured by termites, but now they just sacrificed their lives and 

became benevolence, using them as bait to kill all the remaining termites. 

 

Everyone, including Lu Yang and Lu Tianming, paid a military salute to the position. This was the only 

thing they could do. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

An angry sound wave came from a distance. Lu Yang turned his head and looked at it. He was surprised 

to find that a 50-meter deep hole had been smashed out of the center of the meteor fall, but even so, in 

the deep hole. , The Necromancer did not die completely. 

 



There was one left head screaming frantically at Lu Yang in the sky, and it was the hundreds of undead 

soldiers who held his head. 

 

“Lu Yang, I will come back again. I will tear your body and your soul into pieces with my own hands and 

imprison you in the dark purgatory for ten thousand years.” The Necromancer roared frantically. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang had no magic in the soul sea. He was in a period of severe pain when the soul sea 

was sunken and all parts of his body were suddenly impacted by violent elemental energy. 

 

It was a miracle that he could still stand, not to mention chasing him. Lu Yang didn’t say a word when he 

looked at the Necromancer, but gave him a deep look. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “The Necromancer is difficult to be killed, but his strength has been weakened 

to the limit, and it will not be a threat to you in a short time.” 

 

Lu Yang said in his heart: “I will definitely find a chance to kill him later.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “The most important thing now is the affairs of the temple. The people in the 

temple ran away, and a large number of monsters outside were transmitted by foreign gods, which is 

equivalent to saying that the temple members have returned to their home court. 

 

Now that the military has blown out their heavy firepower, there must not be much left. Think about it, 

there are spiked demon. If the temple gathers all spiked demon to attack the dungeon, the dungeon will 

be finished. “ 

 

Lu Yang only reacted. He looked at Lu Tianming and said: “Contact Fei Yang immediately and stop the 

heavy fire attack. The people in the temple ran away. If they assemble the spiked demon to attack, we 

will be finished. The remaining few termites will be taken tomorrow. The people in the academy should 

be killed, and no more firepower can be wasted.” 

 

Lu Tianming just took a breath and was startled when he heard the words, he quickly turned on the 

intercom and shouted: “Old Fei, stop the heavy fire, be careful of the temple.” 

 



Fei Yang saw that Lu Tianming was still alive, and tears were rolling in his eyes. A tough guy who has 

been a lifetime, his tears are almost dry today, and said: “You are still alive, great, I will stop attacking.” 

 

Lu Tianming pointed the video at Lu Yang and said, “Brother Lu Yang rescued me, don’t you think that he 

has a dragon, it’s a dragon.” 

 

Fei Yang was stunned, and found that Lu Yang and the others were indeed in the air. He was surprised 

and said: “Brother, you are also alive. Great. Come back quickly. I thought you were dead too. I was the 

only one in the underground city. , How can I support it.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, enduring the pain and said, “This is back.” 

 

Hong Ye Tuo Lu Yang returned to the entrance of the dungeon. As soon as he landed, the little guy lay 

on the ground and turned directly into a little lizard, slipping into Lu Yang’s arms and going to sleep. 

 

When Lu Tianming and Fei Yang saw this scene, they both admired the magic of the creatures in the 

different world, and the group returned to the command post of the dungeon. 

 

As soon as he sat down, Lu Yang’s body was in pain again, but Lu Yang couldn’t absorb magical energy 

now, and the meridians in his body could no longer bear it. Any amount of magical energy would make 

him unhappy. 

 

Fei Yang was asking how Lu Tianming had survived. Lu Tianming danced and summoned Lu Yang to a 

giant fireball, hitting the necromancer and saving him. This made Fei Yang look surprised. 

 

“Have you reached level 6?” Fei Yang asked. 

 

Lu Yang’s face was pale, and he pointed to himself and said, “It’s barely there, but throwing a false 

forbidden curse is this virtue.” 

 

Fei Yang said excitedly: “It’s enough to reach level 6, at least fill up the combat effectiveness of our 

dungeon. Without the people of the temple, our combat effectiveness has been lost too much.” 

 



There are many monsters outside. Take Hydra as an example. If that guy gets tired of staying in the city 

and wanders around here, the 3 million people in the dungeon will die again. 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “Fortunately, none of the key members of the college have died. At most, they 

have been seriously injured. They can survive. With them, teaching students is not a problem.” 

 

These more than 20 people were all masters, no one was bitten. Besides, they had body protection and 

equipment protection, and only a few were scratched by the undead. 

 

Lu Tianming said gratefully: “Brother, my life will be yours from now on, thank you for saving me.” 

 

More than 20 people nodded in the same way. Lu Yang could walk by himself just now, but he just tried 

to rescue them from serious injuries. They could only repay this kindness. 

 

“You should be saved.” Lu Yang didn’t care about it, and said: “There is an important thing right now. 

We need to find out about the temple this time, how many participants know the inside story, and how 

many people are still loyal to them. , The temple is terrible. It takes the lives of 3 million people to 

sacrifice and open a larger portal, just to allow more troops of other world gods to come in. They no 

longer regard themselves as humans. I am afraid of belief now. Those people in the temple, no longer 

regard themselves as humans.” 

 

Fei Yang and Lu Tianming both sighed and shook their heads. 

 

“It’s difficult.” Fei Yang sat on the chair anxiously and said: “Among the 3 million people, who has never 

been to the temple, and who doesn’t know the existence of otherworldly gods.” 

 

Lu Tianming scolded angrily: “The temple has left us with such a big hidden danger, these bastards.” 

 

Lu Yang also sighed. It is conceivable that for a long time in the future, the influence of the temple will 

put the underground city in a critical state. 

 

“Please inform the other main cities, explain the things in the temple here, and be careful not to recruit 

from other main cities.” Lu Yang said. 



 

Fei Yang and Lu Tianming nodded and sent notices to each other. 

 

Lu Yang said to Zhuojiu: “Help me go back and rest. We have to find a way to kill the Necromancer, so 

that he and the people in the temple can no longer come into contact with him. Otherwise, they still 

want to sacrifice other lives. “ 

 

Zhuo Jiu, Bai Shi and others nodded, helped Luyang return to the room and rested. 

 

Chapter 2038 - Chase and kill the spirit king 

  

It took a whole week for Lu Yang to recover from the aftereffects of the Forbidden Curse. Only then did 

he dare to absorb magical energy into the soul sea. 

 

Because the body meridians that had previously released Forbidden Magic Support expanded, what Lu 

Yang didn’t expect was that when he absorbed the magical energy this time, the absorption rate was 

even faster, and it was released more freely than before. 

 

Blazing Demon said: “These are the benefits of persevering.” 

 

As Lu Yang recovered, he asked, “I can teach others what you taught me. After this war, the defense 

capability of the dungeon has decreased too much. We need more people to guard the dungeon.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “I have already guessed that you will ask me about this. I have been sorting out 

spells these days, and have made the original pure fire skills a lot more complicated, but the fire masters 

I learned have strength It is much stronger than the temple, and one more thing, you need to find some 

other types of exercises. The dungeon can only use fire, which is not a good thing.” 

 

If you only know one kind of spell, you will be targeted by the enemy. The melee attack skills are 

supported by the academy, and the academy of the spell department is not good at learning. They can 

only provide elementary guidance, the real high-level skills, or send them by helicopter after selection. 

To study in a provincial-level dungeon, or stay in place. 

 



Lu Yang frowned and said, “Where should I find the exercise?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “When the new gods of other worlds send troops to enter the earth 

through warped time and space, they can send low-level creatures. If you want them to occupy this 

world, you must teach them more advanced techniques. For example, the Green Skin Monster’s War 

God Temple technique. I believe there must be other hidden alien creatures in the main city. Find them 

and kill them. I will extract the techniques from their souls.” 

 

Lu Yang understood, and said excitedly: “Great, this can at least temporarily ensure that our strength 

will rise, and we can return to the city as soon as possible.” 

 

After all, the dungeon is not the best place for cultivation, no matter how magical energy enters here, it 

is not as fast as practicing in a nearby area with distorted time and space. 

 

But if you want to return to the main city, you have to kill all the monsters in it. Lu Yang alone is 

impossible, and they can’t add muddy wine, only if all the staff take action. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang’s phone rang. He picked it up and saw that Fei Yang and Lu Tianming were calling. He smiled and 

pressed the call button and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

“My brother, how is your body recovering?” Lu Tianming was particularly kind to Lu Yang, because Lu 

Yang saved the lives of him and his academy cronies. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I have basically recovered. I am going to start today. They will go to the city to look for 

monsters in another world, search for their techniques, and see if they can find the Necromancer. This 

grandson is not dead, I It always feels like a problem.” 

 

Fei Yang frowned and said: “We are indeed too short of exercises, and we lack people who can teach 

them.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How much ammunition does the military have?” 



 

Fei Yang shook his head and sighed: “I can only passively defend, and the heavy firepower is almost 

exhausted. The heavy weapons in other areas can’t be transported at all. Although there is a processing 

plant in the East China Sea, all the equipment is in the suburbs, and materials are needed. It’s almost 

impossible to source from other places.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s do this in the future. The military’s situation will be revealed to prevent internal 

panic. Old Lu is guarded in the dungeon and I will go out to explore.” 

 

“This can only be done.” Fei Yang said. 

 

Lu Tianming sighed and said, “Thanks for your hard work, Lu Yang, this time I was injured not lightly. I 

can only threaten some others in the short term, and I won’t be able to fight.” 

 

When the Necromancer and Lu Tianming were fighting, they first gave Lu Tianming a curse when they 

met. Because it was secretly released, Lu Tianming didn’t notice it. After returning to the dungeon, he 

felt the physical problem. He can only now Rested. 

 

On the whole, the current combat effectiveness of the dungeon is almost the same. If the people in the 

temple really gather the spiked monsters and send them together, it will be really easy to go wrong. 

 

After he finished the conversation with the two, he called Qi Zhuojiu and the others, and drove out of 

the dungeon in an off-road vehicle. For now, the surroundings of the dungeon are safe. The people in 

the temple and the junior students of the college have been It was sent outside and asked them to wipe 

out the surrounding enemies. 

 

In the past few days, Tao Yue personally led people into the termite nest, destroyed all the remaining 

termite eggs, completely wiped out the termites in this area, and all the demonized wild bees died. The 

dungeon was no threat for the time being. 

 

“Boss, where are we going?” White Lion asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “First go to the villa area to find the Necromancer. That guy has many treasures. If we can 

find more treasures from him, it will improve us the most.” 



 

Among the currently known enemies in another world, the Necromancer has the highest grade, suffered 

the most injuries, and has a lot of treasures, so killing him is the most suitable. 

 

Another, it is difficult for the Necromancer to escape too far, because his undead army, which is good 

for bullying humans, entered the main city and was killed by creatures such as spiked thorns and 

enchanted boars in minutes. 

 

Zhuo Jiu, Bai Shi and others felt that what Lu Yang said made sense. They each took out their weapons 

and were ready for battle. The dungeon has a dedicated melting center. The weapons in their hands 

have been tempered and turned into Weapon suitable for their use. 

 

The same is true for the armor. After re-splicing the small armor of the Sigmo, the red-skin monster, the 

armor becomes the chain mail type, which is lighter than the chain mail, but the armor is thicker. Each 

layer of armor is actually They are all stacked on top of each other, even if one layer of armor is broken, 

there is still a layer of protection, so they will not get hurt easily. 

 

Lu Yang’s weapon was still the necromancer’s wand, but he didn’t use it. Instead, it was placed in the 

Temple of the Blazing Demon’s pride. 

 

At noon. 

 

Zhuojiu drove to the door of the villa in the area where the undead lived. Compared to before, the 

security guards here are still there, but they have changed their appearance. 

 

If the previous security guards had human consciousness, the current security guards have completely 

mutated into monsters without human consciousness. Their expressions are hideous and terrifying, and 

their claws have become sharper. 

 

“How did it become like this? Have you completely lost your humanity?” Zhou Tianming frowned. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “How can ordinary people live forever? This should be the price. These people 

can no longer be called human beings. is a group of walking zombies, follow me. Help them out.” 



 

Everyone nodded, carrying their weapons and getting out of the car with Lu Yang, and went towards the 

door of the villa. When they were 10 meters away, the undead who had lost their minds saw Lu Yang 

and the others. 

 

Only when you look at this close distance can you find the difference between the undead, and the skin 

of these undead is more metallic than before. 

 

“Kill, kill~!” There was only one sentence left in the undead population, prostrate on the ground, and 

charged towards Lu Yang. 

 

“Qi Blade” 

 

The sword of half-life of bitter love was swept out, and the white Qi blade cut the undead in half. In his 

body, a large number of maggots crawled out, disgusting. 

 

“Obviously, they are dead a long time ago. These maggots are controlling the actions of the undead.” Lu 

Yang said. 

 

“Let’s kill the Necromancer, that bastard.” Zhou Tianming said angrily. 

 

The actions of the Necromancer was totally unforgivable to humans, and both the turbid wine and the 

white lion showed anger. 

 

Chapter 2039 - Undead regiment hidden in air-raid shelter 

  

Even if they are all unconscious undead, they are still humans after all, and they are angry with the dirty 

wine. This is the necromancer forcing them to stain their hands with human blood. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is also a blessing. The Necromancer needs humans to sacrifice. The other one met 

them late with the people from the temple. Otherwise, if he uses this method to deceive people, I am 

afraid that there will be countless people in the dungeon. Willing to become undead, and finally become 

such a bunch of rotten bugs.” 



 

He said to the Blazing Demon God: “How is the surrounding situation, are there anyone who perceives 

the Necromancer or the temple?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Only some undead are patrolling, so they should all have lost their thinking 

ability. Those who won’t be able to tell the truth, go up and have a look.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and brought the dirty wine all the way to the top of the mountain. They even explored 

the house of the Necromancer, but unfortunately, the Necromancer is no longer here. A large number 

of undead people don’t know where they are. All disappeared in general. 

 

The group searched for a circle but did not find it, but when they returned halfway up the mountain, the 

Blazing Demon God frowned and said, “I seem to feel the spirit fluctuations of the Necromancer, but it is 

very weak. He seems to be in the mountain.” 

 

“In the mountain?” Lu Yang looked back at a mountain not far away. It used to be an air-raid shelter. The 

whole mountain was hollowed out. It was divided into three floors. It was also a good tourist attraction 

in Donghai City. 

 

Lu Yang understood and said, “Everyone, follow me to the air-raid shelter.” 

 

Zhuo Jiu, Bai Shi and others nodded, and as Lu Yang came to the air-raid shelter area, it was already 

evening, but looking at the footprints of the mud around the cave, Zhuo Jiu said: “There must be undead 

in it, maybe And the Necromancer.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “The Necromancer must have been seriously injured. He has not dared to stay 

in the manor anymore. On the one hand, he is afraid that we will find him and on the other hand, he is 

afraid of the military’s heavy weapons.” 

 

“Boss, do you have a chance to kill him?” Half a lifetime of bitter love was worried about their lack of 

strength. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Of course, I’m not practicing in vain these days. Follow me in. The badly 

injured Necromancer, I can definitely kill him.” 



 

In the past few days, the Blazing Demon God taught Lu Yang how to use the Lieyang Fist. Leaving aside 

other things for the time being, Lu Yang’s strength would be no weaker than a half-life of bitter love. 

 

The blood tempered by the Demon God’s Heart already had the characteristics of divine blood. When Lu 

Yang was warming his body, his skin had changed. 

 

It is impossible for the person who released the meteor fall for the first time to recover in a week or 

two. Lu Yang was able to recover so quickly with the help of the heart of the demon god. 

 

He took out the bright flashlight from the backpack he carried with him, and the others took out one of 

them, and the six of them entered the air-raid shelter together. 

 

There are a total of seven holes in the air-raid shelter. Because it has become a tourist attraction, the 

other six are closed, leaving only the largest hole. 

 

The entrance of the cave is a gray rock wall, 10 meters wide and 8 meters high, enough to allow any 

vehicles to enter and exit. As soon as they entered the gate, Lu Yang and Zhuojiu heard the roar of the 

undead. 

 

“The cave is too dark to see anything. We have to find the location of the generator, otherwise we go in 

and die.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Normally, this kind of area should have its own generator, because it is very deep here, not only need to 

have lighting, but also need to have ventilation equipment, otherwise people in it will easily die from 

carbon monoxide poisoning. 

 

Don’t underestimate this, carbon monoxide is colorless and tasteless. In high-concentration areas, as 

long as one inhalation, it will be directly poisoned and unconscious. 

 

This is often the case in mines. In some old and unused areas, when they suddenly need to be used, 

when someone is sent for inspection, even the old squad leader may be negligent and forget about 

carbon monoxide. 



 

The Necromancer escaped here, probably because of the darkness here, and the lack of nourishment at 

the bottom. 

 

Lu Yang and Zhuojiu were divided into two teams, and they searched around, and sure enough, as Lu 

Yang guessed, there was a diesel generator designed to supply the entire air-raid shelter in the event of 

an unexpected power failure. 

 

Although the amount of diesel is small, only two barrels are left, but two days are enough. 

 

Zhuojiu started the diesel generator and asked, “Would you like to leave someone here to watch.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said: “Absolutely not. There are fewer people left, and there is a risk of 

being attacked. You can’t survive in such a place alone. Follow me in. I am familiar with this place. I used 

to come to play when I was young. The air-raid shelter is not that big. It takes only six hours to clean up 

layer by layer. We have two days to clean it, which is enough.” 

 

Zhuojiu and the others nodded. They also knew that it was dangerous to stay there, but if no one was 

left here, those who went down might be in danger. 

 

Since Lu Yang didn’t want them to take risks and would rather take all his brothers to face the crisis 

underground, they could only agree to it. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Although we don’t keep people, we can’t keep some backs. You go out first. I will leave 

pollen in the house. If there are enemies who don’t pay attention, I will still be recruited.” 

 

Not only do you need to sprinkle pollen here, but also spread it in the 100 meters area around the 

entrance of the cave. There are crises everywhere. A little carelessness will lead to danger. This is not a 

game. If you die, you can come back. If you die, you can really die. Up. 

 

Lu Yang was really afraid of losing his brother. This was something he couldn’t bear. After ordering the 

three-eyed magic flower to sprinkle pollen in the room, he sprinkled some more at the entrance of the 

cave before leading the team into the cave. 



 

During this period, the Blazing Demon had been scanning the surroundings. At this time, the Blazing 

Demon had been able to scan for information about soul fluctuations within a hundred meters of the 

surrounding area, and they all showed that there was no news, so Lu Yang was relieved to enter the 

cave. . 

 

At this time, the cave has been illuminated like the day. Every 30 meters on the top of the mine, there is 

a strong light illuminating lamp, which is brighter than the outside. The undead have no place to hide, 

they are all exposed to the strong light. under. 

 

“Roar~!” A dozen undead who had completely lost consciousness were blocking the doorway. 

 

Lu Yang said, “There are lights here. I can’t easily attack them. Go and kill them.” 

 

The temperature of the flame in his hand is already as high as 1600 degrees, and the jet can kill the 

target, but it is also easy to accidentally injure the surrounding targets. If the bright light above their 

head is burned, they will not be able to explore downward. 

 

Zhuojiu nodded, rushed over with the white lions, and killed the undead after a few attacks. In order to 

prevent the insects that got out of the corpse from doing evil again, Lu Yang controlled the flames and 

burned everything. Dead bodies and bugs. 

 

They cooperated with each other to kill them all the time. It took three full hours to kill all the undead 

on the first floor of the air-raid shelter. By this time, they had already killed five to six hundred. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2040 - Kill the Spirit Lord 

  

This kind of high-intensity killing has given Zhuojiu and White Lion a new improvement in their mastery 

of swordsmanship, especially for the release of Chi Blade Slash. 



 

Lu Yang checked the time. It was almost night. He said, “Everyone evacuated with me and went to the 

power station, where we were in ambush.” 

 

Both Zhuojiu and White Lion laughed, knowing what Lu Yang’s thoughts were. After a day of fighting, 

the undead had been killed on the first floor of the air-raid shelter. Tomorrow they will enter the second 

and third floors to find the Necromancer. 

 

If the Necromancer is really inside the mine, then he will definitely find a way to solve the problem of 

lighting and exhaust. If it just destroys the light bulb and wiring, these two things are too many in the 

warehouse outside the air-raid shelter. The circuit of the villa can easily replace this kind of lighting 

circuit, as is the light bulb. 

 

The other is the exhaust system. If you want to truly destroy the exhaust air and the circuit, you only 

have to go to the generator room. The main engine of the exhaust fan is next to the generator room. 

Otherwise, no matter what else is damaged, the two cores will not be damaged. Can be remade. 

 

Several people followed Lu Yang back to the room of the power station. He looked at the best position 

behind the door. He took out the three-eyed magic flower and sprinkled the pollen, and the group of 

people hid. 

 

“You sleep, I’ll watch the night, if there is a target, I will perceive it.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay, let’s take a break first.” Zhuojiu said. 

 

Zhou Tianming and White Lion were undead in the afternoon. They were exhausted physically and 

mentally, and they didn’t have more energy to talk, so they fell asleep. 

 

Lu Yang also fell asleep, leaving only the Blazing Demon God to look around. There were old monsters 

that didn’t know how many tens of thousands of years old existed. There was no concept of sleeping or 

not sleeping at all, and he glanced around boredly. 

 

Three in the morning. 



 

Suddenly, footsteps came from the entrance of the cave. The sound was very soft, but the Blazing 

Demon instantly scanned it out. The Necromancer himself came out. 

 

“Wake up soon, the Necromancer is here.” Blazing Demon God prompted. 

 

Lu Yang woke up in an instant. He quickly awakened Zhuojiu and others, but they slept very shallowly 

and woke up as soon as they touched him. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Zhuojiu asked by typing on the intercom. 

 

Lu Yang replied by typing: “The Necromancer came out from the entrance of the cave and is walking 

towards us.” 

 

“How to fight?” White Lion asked. 

 

Lu Yang motioned everyone to stop worrying. He poked his head out and looked outside carefully. What 

Lu Yang didn’t expect was that the Necromancer, who was supposed to have all broken bones and only 

one head, changed his body. . 

 

Seeing this body in the moonlight, Lu Yang showed a look of surprise. It turned out that the bones of the 

Necromancer had a metallic luster, but except for the head, the bones were all white. In other words, 

the new body of the Necromancer is very weak. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “My perception is that the Necromancer is in a very bad state. Your meteor 

falling has caused him too much damage. If you kill him now, he does not have much resistance. 

Remember Don’t smash his soul fire, I want to draw skills from his memory.” 

 

Lu Yang had a bottom in his heart. Looking at the Necromancer, who came to the door carefully and 

tried not to make a sound, he chanted a spell. 

 

“Fire Snake Bound” 



 

A crimson light instantly appeared at the feet of the Necromancer, trapping his skeleton tightly, and the 

blazing flame immediately made the Necromancer wailing. 

 

“Do it!” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

Half a lifetime of bitter love and Zhou Tianming and others have already jumped out of the window, 

sweeping the skeleton body of the Necromancer with a long sword in their hands, and immediately 

smashed his head to pieces, leaving only a very hard head. 

 

“Roar~!” The Necromancer roared frantically, looking at the dirty wine and the white lion and others 

around him, and said angrily: “Let go of me, I will kill you.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered, and walked out of the room, signalling the dirty wine and the others to stop attacking, 

the fire snakes were all tied around the head of the Necromancer, and said: “I originally wanted to enter 

the third floor of the air-raid shelter to catch you out. I couldn’t think of you. Come out by myself.” 

 

“Despicable human, I will kill you.” The Necromancer continued to roar unwillingly. 

 

Lu Yang’s right hand touched the head of the Necromancer with a crimson light. At that moment, the 

powerful soul of the Blazing Demon entered the soul fire of the Necromancer. 

 

The roar of the Necromancer stopped abruptly, and in just one second, it seemed as long as a century 

had passed. 

 

When Lu Yang retracted his right hand, an unbelievable smile appeared at the corner of his mouth and 

said, “There is really a treasure chest in your head, thank you.” 

 

The flame in his hand intensified, and the skull of the Necromancer gradually appeared cracks, and then 

burst open, the soul fire was refined into a plume of blue smoke in the crimson flame. 

 



“Great, the Necromancer is finally dead.” Zhuojiu and White Lion celebrated in unison. From now on, at 

least there is no need to worry about someone wanting to sacrifice the 3 million people in the dungeon 

alive. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, and said, “I tell you one thing, there are six mutant zombies in this 

air-raid shelter.” 

 

“Mutated zombie?” Xia Yuwei frowned and asked, “Did the Necromancer get it out?” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head, and said, “That’s right, no, this is the master behind the Necromancer gave him 

six souls. All six souls can be thrown into the body of the undead. There are two souls who understand 

natural spells, one understands dark spells, and three are masters of swordsmanship.” 

 

The strength of these people is above level 6. If you count the strength, the Necromancer’s initial 

strength should be around level 8. After being hit by Lu Yang’s meteor, his recovered body will only have 

a level 4 ability. 

 

The six level 6 undead souls took this opportunity to break free, and they are now hiding in the second 

floor, and the king of the six undead has the ability to continue to improve, that is, not to kill They are six 

more troubles. In fact, another main function of the Necromancer is to cultivate the king of the six 

undead to grow up. 

 

Even if the Necromancer failed one day, any one of the six of them could grow up to do what the 

Necromancer did. 

 

Of course, for Lu Yang, the more important thing is that the skills in the brains of these six people 

actually possess spell cultivation skills of level 1 to 9. In other words, if the Blazing Demon God gets the 

memory in their heads, In terms of at least basic martial arts, there is no shortage of people in the 

underground city. 

 

 


